Webmail problems
plague the College
By ANDREW BOLDUC
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When the College's webmail first
began sputtering last week, forcing
students to log in again and again, it
was taken as a simple annoyance. But
as students soon found themselves
unable to log in at all , the real crisis
began. Left without a reliable way of
reaching many important contacts ,
they were stuck in information limbo,
wondering when they would be able to
check their e-mail and worrying about
what they might be missing. While
most of the trouble surrounding webmail has been resolved, many students
-.till wonder why one of their main
means of communication suddenly
became inaccessible.
According to Raymond B. Philips,
the
director
of
Information
Technology Services and Scott
Twitchell, the web server administrator, the dilemma originated due to
changes made this summer to the
College 's webmail service. ITS
upgraded the webmail software to
give students a better e-mail program.
Over the summer, when the program
only had to handle a small number of
users, everything worked correctly.
However, when students returned to
campus this September and began
using webmail in large numbers, the
interface became overloaded. This
resulted in sluggish performance
when students attempted to log in to
the system.
Meanwhile, students * inboxes
Continued on Page 3

Studentstravel to Sierra Leone, distribute bed
nets, volunteer and educate about malaria
cle for her hometown newspaper following the trip. The project grew to
include three more students-Jessica
Emerson '07, Peter Steinour '07 and
This past June six Colby students Kirsten Duda '09. For two weeks
traveled to Sierra Leone, Africa to dis- Steinour 's father, an emergency room
tribute 2000 insecticide-treated bed doctor, joined them.
In the early stages of planning the
nets and to educate people about the
causes and prevention of malaria, the group tossed around various ideas
greatest health risk in the country. The about what kind of relief they could
Sierra Leone Aid Project, as the effort feasibly provide. "We settled on
came to be known, was the idea of doing what we could with malaria preErin Rhoda *06, Emily Mosites '06, vention because that is the area we
and David Amadu '07, a native of could have the greatest impact, "
Steinour said. "Our trip really conSierra Leone.
Amadu lived next door to Rhoda firmed that for limited resources that
and Mosites in 2005
was where we could
and would often tell
go the farthest in a
targeted area."
them about his
native country and
The
students
departed for Sierra
his desire to do
Leone on June 2 and
something to help
traveled throughout
the people of Sierra
Leone.
Malaria
the eastern region of
causes 40 percent of
the country for four
deaths in children
weeks distributing
nets, educating vilunder five and 20
lagers, and volunpercent of adult
Erin
Rhoda
'06
deaths in the counteering at schools,
Alumnus.
Sierra
Leone
Aid
Project
try each year. With
orphanagesand polio
proper access to
homes. Bed nets are
healthcare the disthe most eff ective
ease is preventable and easily manage- means of preventing mosquito-bome
able. A violent eleven-year civil war, disease and have been shown to prefought over diamond mines, ended in vent 33 percent of malaria cases and
2002 and has left the country 's gov- 20 percent of malaria related deaths
ernment focused on issues other than each year.
preventative healthcare.
The group was accompanied by a
"Emily and I decided that, together, comedy troop from Sierra Leone that
we had the means and passion to make helped educate the villagers through
a difference," Rhoda wrote in an arti- amusing skits. The comedians were a
By CHELSEA EAK1N
FEATURES EDITOR

Emily and I
decided that,
together, we had
the means and
passion to make
a difference.

Mules battle defendin g NESCAC champion s

Students pose with local schoolchildren in Sierra Leone, where they traveled f o r four weeks providing aid.
helpful liaison between the villagers
and the students. "In retrospect I don 't
know how we could have approached
the villages without them," Steinour
said. "I don 't know how we would
have been received if we didn't have
people speaking for us."
Paying the bill
One of the biggest challenges in
undertaking the project was raising
thek goal of $23,000. The group first
approached the College for support,
however, citing the risk of liability and

the dangerous nature of the trip, it
would not back the project . Without
institutional support the students could
not use the College's nonprofit status
to obtain grants or write to alumni and
ask for donations. They could not ask
the Garrison-Foster Health Center,
Career Services, or any faculty for
support. The College was unable to
provide a statement on their decision
by press time.
The group was dismayed by the
College's decision to not back the project. "People tell you to do stuff in

these classrooms...they bring all these
speakers to inspire you and you
become idealistic and then they back
away from you," Amadu said. "It 's the
two-sidedness of our educational system and I don't think it does justice tc
the students."
Lack of institutional support did not
halt their project. They partnered with
a Milwaukee-based, nonprofit organization called Friends Across. Rhoda
Continued on Page 5

Alum 's book, lecture strikes political cords
By JOHN DeBRUICKER
NEWS EDITOR
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Quarterback Justin Smith '07 tries to shake a Trinity tackier in Saturday's 27-10 loss to the Bantams.

New JanPlan course travels to India i
By PO YIN WONG
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Eng lish and music departments arc jointl y sponsoring a
JanPlan program in India this year, a
location where it has never been held
before. This is not only an opportunity for students to satisf y their arts and
literature requirements, but it is also a
"civil-engagement program that
allows students to live with the community and to eventually become a
meaningful part of it," Associate
Professor and Chair of Music Steven
Nuss said .
What is unique about this JanPlan

INSIDE

THIS
ISSUE:

is that students will be volunteering at
a local primary school, the Gandhi
Ashram, for 21 days while looking at
how the school's Catholic staff and its
unique employment of Western music
intersect and compete with indigenous Indian and Nepali culture . "We
will be mentors, tutors, activity-organizers, and more importantly, we will
be leamcrs-certainly we will learn as
much from these primary and junior
high school children and local families as they will gain from our contact
with
them," explained Ratul
Bhattacharyya '09, who has had experience working at the school. "We
want to immerse ourselves in the
community of the school and the sur-

rounding villages."
Situated in the Himalayan hill
region of Darjeeling in the Indian
state of West Bengal , where a large
section of the population makes their
living as small-time subsistent farmers, the Gandhi Ashram is a special
school that takes in students who
would otherwise be deprived of education. "Everyone at Gandhi Ashram
is given a violin and intensive lessons
in western music," Nuss explained.
"It will be interesting to sec the sparks
that will be created as musicians from
the college play with those kids."
Continued on Page 2

Students participate and partake in
the Common
Ground Fair on
Page 2.

Last Thursday, the College welcomed back Dr. Michael Cobb *95 for
a discussion of his second book entitled God Hates Fags: The Rhetorics
of Religious Violence, published last
June by the New York University
Press. Olin's largest lecture hall was
filled to capacity with students and
faculty eager to hear Cobb's interpretation of the political and cultural significances of the language of
homophobia and persecution. The
event was sponsored by the Women's,
Gender, and Sexuality Studies department and made possible in part by
Career
Services
and Alumni
Relations.
Cobb's lecture , framed around
readings from the book, examined the
way in which "hate speech" has
become engrained into the American
consciousness through repeated
rhetoric and imagery. The title of the
book is taken from the name of the
internet home page for the Westboro
Baptist Church, led by pastor Fred
Phelps who earned fame preaching
against homosexuality and publicly
staging hateful demonstrations.
Cobb's work considers the actions,
words and strategies of people like
Phelps and traces their orig ins to
widely held conceptions of American
identity. "I wanted to figure out how
this religious language, this kind c r
hateful speech around homosexuality
is actually very crucial for nation
building and describing the United
States," Cobb said. "Religious language, regardless of specific theology,
specific practices, specific belief systems, is extremely wrapped up in what
it means to be an American."
The term "god hates fags," as Cobb

Get a student's
take on genocide
in Darl'ur on
Page 5.

sees it , is a profound theological statement that reflects mainstream cultural
sentiments. "Rather than dismiss
Phelps as simply an extremist...it is
important to relate his church's outrageous hyperbole to the kind of public
doctrinal, financial , and political gains
opposition to homosexuality has provided for powerful Christian organizations, not to mention the G .O.P., in the
late twentieth and early twenty-first
centuries." Cobb said that in a political and economic realm , the language
of protecting traditional heterosexual
family values translates into winning
votes and maintaining power.
"Publicity around homosexual condemnation proves to be crucial ,
enabling a so-called-religious Right to
gain lucratively a stronghold on conservative constituents." He pointed to
George W. Bush's reelection in 2004

as evidence that the heterosexual family is still very much an idealized cultural priority for most Americans. As
long as that 's true, homosexuals will
remain a marginalized people by
which conservatives define their own
identity, according to Cobb.
The lecture was met with generous
applause and laughter at appropriate
times, especially when recounting his
days as a student and half-serious
political glorification of his new
homeland, Canada. An assistant professor of English at the University of
Toronto, Cobb attended the University
of Chicago and Cornell University
after Colby. He is currently working
on two more books, and credits the
College for preparing him for his
career by teaching him how to put
together a multilateral work of academic research.

Check out an Iraqi
musical performance in A&E on
Page 7.
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The Echo wants you!
Interesting in being an editor?
We will be hiring assistants in
the Sports, A&E and Photos
departments this fall.
Stay tuned for more information.

actually see improvement."
The students agree that the trip
was a success. "It couldn 't have
gone much better. We encountered
wrote that the group "established con- far less difficulty than I would have
talked
with
expected ," Duda said. "I' m not saytacts in Sierra Leone,
ing that I doubted
many otTicials and
us as a group, but
chiefs, called world
we are a group of
travelers and health
college students ,
professionals
in
we didn 't have an
Maine and around
organization backthe world for advice,
ing us. Something
opened
a bank
could have gone
account ,
learned
drastically
wrong
Mcnde and Krio,
of deaths in children
and it didn 't."
ordered bed nets
This trip was
from
Bed
Net under five are caused by
malaria each yeai In
only the first chapInternational
in
ter in a project that
Thailand and basiSierra Leone
the students hope
cally ran our own
will grow. "I see
nonprofit as fulltime
this project becomcollege students. "
The group managed to surpass their ing more efficient and more effecfundraising goal by close to a thou- tive ," Steinour said. One way to do
sand dollars. Much of the money was this , he noted , would be to have the
raised through donations from family bed nets sewn and treated in Sierra
and friends, and close to 2000 dollars Leone as opposed to being shipped
was raised directly from the Colby from elsewhere. That way they can
create jobs rather than send donated
community.
money to have nets
Results
manufactured
in
another
country.
The students travThe students hope
eled from village to
village and made it
that next year they
will be able to find
back to some locabigger donors now
tions in time to sec
that they have more
the effects of the bed
of a basis.
nets. Speaking of one
One positive outvillage Steinour said
come of the project
"we returned a week
was that many of
later to check and sec
the village chiefs
if they got around to
setting them up and
Kirsten Duda 'OS decided to conduct
surveys for the first
virtually every perStudent. Sierra Leone Aid Project
time in order to get
son we checked had
an idea of how
the nets up and children under the nets. There were already many of their villagers have malaria.
tangible benefits and it was nice to A follow-up survey will be taken
Continued From Page I
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SIERRA LEONE: Students travel with humanitarianpurpose

40%

It couldn 't have
gone much better. We encountered far less
difficulty than I
would have
expected.

PHOTO COWTrtSY Of EBIN RHOCM

David Amadu '07 helps to distribute mosquito bed nets in Sierra Leone.

some time in the future and will provide a basis for comparison and possibly a measure of success.
Rhoda concluded her article by
writing, "We don 't have to be able to
see over the next hill in order to
choose the correct road. Even when it
may be risky and challenging and
people say "no" or "impossible,"
some things have to be done because

they are, quite simply, the right things
to do."
The students involved wilt be giving a presentation open to the entire
campus about their trip, which is tentatively planned for early October.
More information about their presentation will be available in the near
future.

Local fair held despite rain
By HILLARY SMI I I I
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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The Common Ground Fair in
Unity, Maine, commenced its 30lh
birthday celebration on Friday,
September 22 at 9a.m. The fair,
started in Litchfield in 1977 to raise
money for the Maine Organic
Farmers and Gardeners Association
(MOFGA), attracted 10,000 people
this year, raising $17,000 in proceeds. At the close on Saturday,
Sept. 23, the attendance level had
reached 34,000, and numbers were
expected to hit at least 50,000 by
Sunday.
The Fair is frequented by not only
Maine residents, but by people from
all over New England and beyond.
"I'm surprised the weather didn 't
stop people from coming," fair volunteer Skipp Green commented. He
alone had sold 1 .250 tickets in a
mere four hours on Saturday. It
seemed as though the driving rain
had only improved people 's spirits
on Saturday, indicative of the volunteers * and attendees ' high level of
dedication and appreciation. Green
also remarked that he had seen two
nursing mothers come to the Fair,
something he hadn 't experienced in
his 10 years as a volunteer.
The objective of the Fair is to provide networking opportunities to
Maine 's organic farmers, and to

inform the community about sustainable living in general. The Fair
consistently draws hundreds of vendors from all over the state, as well
as unique out-of-state organizations.
To reach the fairgrounds, visitors
must brave a muddy path through
the woods, lined by fun facts about
Maine agriculture and much more. A
multitude of tents house the demonstrations, exhibits, hand-made crafts
and delicious food items. The Fair is
a veritable plethora of sights, smells,
and sounds.
Amongst the vendors, exhibitors,
and demonstrators was a representative from the Waterville-based, inprogress Hathaway Creative Center.
The urban renewal project, headed
by Colby Alumnus, Paul Boghassian
'76, is renovating the C.F. Hathaway
Co. shirt factory (located on the
Kennebec river in Waterville and
abandoned in 2002) to accommodate
for the new multipurpose center. The
236,000 square foot Hathaway center building will offer residential and
living space, office space, a teleconferencing facility, meeting space,
museum space, in addition to retail
stores and restaurants.
From agricultural demonstrations,
to social and political action and
everything in between, it is no wonder that The Common Ground Fair is
often considered to be the best in
Maine and even beyond.

JANPLAN: Indiantownrich in musicalculture

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

ple in the postcolonial years." Besides
working with the children, students
spend their afternoons reading Indian
While formal music training is often a texts, postcolonial novels and other
class-coded recreational activity in the literary works in order to become
United States, Bhattacharyya noted "intelligentl y engaged" in discussions
that "it is almost a natural, in-born tal- about globalization and related issues.
ent that die kids in
'To know who you
Gandhi
Ashram
really arc is to be with
people who are differhave when they
ent from you," Nuss
play their violins.
Music is part of
said. During the trip,
everyday life for
students are to expect
them. There is no
cultural shock and
showing-off of any
huge economic dissort. Music is life."
crepancies in India.
"And they can
Roy gave the last note
playfully
switch
to interested students,
from Mozart to a
"I am sure that this
Steven Nuss JanPlan will be a
Nepali piece when
Assoc. Professor, Music Chair
they
play,"
wonderful time durAssociate Professor
ing which students
of English Anindyo Roy said. "India experience music, literature, culture
is the perfect place to learn about and life from the entirely different
ways in which different traditions perspective of India. "
come together and then ultimately
Review of applications for this new
find their own places among the peo- Jan Plan will start on Sept. 27.
Continued From Page 1

To know who
you really are
is to be with
people who are
different from
you.

Burst the bubble week to examine Waterville's effect on life at college
By JOHN DeBRUlCKER
NEWS EDITOR

Saturday Oct. 21 wilt mark the
beginning of the South End
Coalition's third annual "Burst the
Bubble Week." Students will attend
discussions and participate in events
to encourage interaction between the
College community and the town of
Waterville. The theme for this year,
rather than focusing exclusively on
what the students can do for the community, will also address the town's
effect on students' lives on campus
and beyond.
The first "Burst the Bubble Week"
occurred in April of 2005, and normally happens each Spring. This

Chalking policy
changed by CAC
By JAMES BELTRAN
STAFF WRITER

The Free Burma Club has
announced plans to use the revisions
in the College's chalking policy to
make a statement that will be visible
to the entire community. The chalking
was scheduled to take place after the
Echo s' press time, but before the date
of publication.
Shirrnila Cooray '09, a member of
the club, stated that the chalking will
have taken place on Wednesday, Sept.
27 on the academic quad. The purpose
of the chalking, she said, will be to
inform everyone about Burma's military regime and the human rights
abuses it has committed against the
Burmese people. "It's an issue people
aren't familiar with," Cooray said, and
went on to say that the Free Burma
Club hopes people will learn about the
situation in the country.
A chalking event on the academic
quad such as this one would not have
been possible had it not been for the
efforts of several people. Director of
Student Activities Kelly Wharton gave
details on what the changes entailed.
Prior to the chalking policy reform,
which took place at the end of last

[The previous
policy] took
away from the
students who
wanted to
express themselves.
Kelly Wharton

Director of Student Activities

year, one could not chalk on the academic quadrangle. The previous policy
"gathered too much information,"
Wharton said. "It took away from the
students who wanted to express themselves." With the reforms, one is now
permitted to chalk in the academic
quad and is only required to register
the action he or she intends to do and
to specifically list where the chalking
event will take place. Wharton
expressed her happiness that the new
chalking policy contained no complaints, but made it clear that messages
containing
hatred
or
harassments are prohibited.
Student Government Association
President Tom Testo '07 and Chief of
StafTMichael Klaus '07 also took part
in drafting the chalking policy
changes as members of the College
Affairs Committee. Klaus explained
that a group of students brought up
the issue of changing the chalking
policy because they found the regulations too restrictive. There were a few
concerns from various members of
the college community, as the freedom to chalk could have devolved to
hateful speech.
Testo offered his opinion over his
involvement in changing the policy: "I
was happy to be a part of the process.
It was a great example of how the college committee system works, and we
were able to change it." Klaus also
shared the same view, but added that it
is nice to see students being able to
balance what they want against what
the administration wants. "It is good
to find workable solutions," Klaus
said. "[The new chalking policy] may
or may not get revisited in the futureonly time will tell."

year, administrators Megan Bovill Waterville issues and people. Students
'07, Mariah Buckley '07, Steve will don free tee shirts in honor of the
Plocher '07 and Elise Washer '07 event on "I Love Waterville" day.
wanted to cultivate relationships Students will also volunteer at a
between the College and the town haunted house at the Teen Center on
that would last for a longer portion of the 29th.
The week's keynote speaker will be
the year. "We wanted a more lasting
effect this year rather than a quick Waterville's own Rhea Cote Robbins,
author
of
burst before everyone leaves for the
"Wednesday 's
Child ," a memoir
summer," Buckley
dealing with the
said.
The first event of
ideas of heritage and
the week will be
the personal influence of communiHarvest Fest , an
annual
Waterville
ties. Buckley is
tradition. Students
optimistic
that
will volunteer and
Robbins ' experience
assist with the event,
spending most of her
life in the town 's
which features a
Mariah Buckley '07 south end will give
market ,
farmers '
Student , South End Coalition students a local perpumpkin carving and
hayrides. There will
spective on the
be driving tours of
College's role. "It 's
the town and a free music and cider more like a collection of stories,"
social at the REM Center on main Buckley said of this year's week.
street. On campus, there will be Because of success in past years
screenings of documentaries filmed merging the two communities, the
by students last semester on theme of this year's week has evolved

Growing up in
this community
or going to college here helps
us grow in different ways.

to "burst the bubble , immerse yourself
in Waterville ," emphasizing what
Waterville can do for ihe students in
addition to what the students can do
for Waterville. "Growing up in this
community or going to college here
helps us grow in different ways and
helps a lot of us make our decisions,"
Buckley said. "Every year we try to
pick a new focus so we can keep moving on. People know who we are and
they 've been getting more involved. "
In fact, awareness of the event has
become so widespread that it sur-

swelled with undeleted messages.
Eventually, when many users with
large inbox lists attempted to log in,
the limited connection space became
entirely occupied, so no one else could
log in at the same time. The interface
simply couldn 't process so many
bloated webmail accounts and users'
connections would "hang," effectively
making webmail unusable.
So how did this quandary affect the
lives of Colby students? Most people,
like Coua Vang '10, use at least two email addresses: a personal address for
communicating with friends and family and their Colby address, given to
teachers and campus groups. With
webmail down, Coua was unable to
access messages from teachers, some
containing important information
about assignments and schedule
changes. This problem ran two ways,
as students couldn't contact their professors. Sonia Booth ' 10 found the situation "very frustrating" because she
needed to find out about a research
paper, but only knew her professor 's
Colby e-mail address.
Not everyone suffered from the sudden lack of webmail. Hannah Taska

'09 said the crash "didn't cause any
major problems for me. I just communicated by other means."
On the opposite end of the spectrum, lies Paolo Pepe *09. "When I
finally checked my [e-mail], I had 178
messages to answer."
While some students still note occasional lags in webmail speed or performance, the ITS team is trying to ensure
that such a crash does not occur again.
"[Webmail performance] is a serious
concern to us" says Phillips. The ITS
team has even considered going back
to the old version of webmail. But the
responsibility of keeping webmail running at optimal levels also belongs to
students. Cathy Langlais, an ITS director recommends that students keep
their inboxes from getting too full.
One way to do this is to use a separate
e-mail client that would store student's
e-mails on their computers rather than
on the Colby servers. ITS suggests the
program Eudora for this task because
it is more resistant to viruses and other
mafware than Microsoft Outlook. In
any case, the absence of webmail for a
short period of time exposed student 's
dependence on an occasionally unreliable e-mail service and underlined the
importance of having multiple means
of communication at the ready.

Recycle
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WEBMAIL: New software overloadsinterface
Continued From Page 1

prised members of the South End
Coalition. Buckley remembers having
to app ly for grants from Maine
Campus Contact , an organization dedicated to civic purposes of higher education , just to get the week off the
Now,
the
Student
ground.
Government Association and the
Goldfarb Center tor Public Affairs and
Civic Engagement foot the bill and
"burst the bubble " has become more
than just a week; it 's a communitywide goal. Volunteer by e-mailing
mbuckley (wcolby.edu.

Now on Fridays!

Lazy Mule Laundry
Mayflower Hill's student run express
laundry service combines in-dorm
pickup with professional cleaning. So
that Colby students can spend time
getting dirty, instead of cleaning up.
Signing up is easy, and can be done
online with a credit card.

CONTACT INFO
713-419-9606
bsolar@lazymulelaundry.com
mjking@lazymulelaundry.com

Lazy Mule Laundry. Cause college is about getting dirty, not cleaning up.

www.lazymulelaundry.com

Colby Outing Club

Papers in halls unchanged
Kiprop '07 attempted to subscribe
the residence halls to the Journal independently for a discounted price, but
found that the College would have to
Students wanting more coverage of pay in full. Where a subscription to the
business and financial news will five papers under the USA Today readnotice more copies of the Wall Street ership program costs the college
Journal circulating across campus this around SI7 ,000, a subscription to the
Fall , but it will not be delivered to Journal alone for each residence hall
their door. The Student Government would cost near $10,000. The College
Association looked to add the Journal would also have to pay for delivery. "It
to the five papers already delivered to became a bit tricky," Kiprop '07 said.
each residence hall, but had to settle In the end, Kiprop '07 and the libraries
for stocking up more issues at the cam- elected to order five subscriptions for
each Miller, Olin, and Bixler libraries.
pus's three libraries instead.
Last spring when SGA Treasurer At a dollar per issue per day, the
Michael Kiprop '07 '07 was drafting school will only pay roughly $3,000
his budget proposal and looking over for the Journal.
prospective orders, he noticed a popStudents can also use the library web
ular request for copies of the Wall page to access the Journal and seemStreet Journal to be
ingly countless other
included with the
archived periodicals
newspaper
subthrough services such
scriptions delivas the Lexis-Nexis
ered
to
the
Academic Universe
residence
halls.
and
ProQuest
Thanks to the USA
Newspapers.
The
Today Collegiate
library *s newspaper
search page features
Readership prostudents
quick links to the
gram,
receive copies of
ProQuest listings of
the Boston Globe,
fifteen major publicaNew York Times,
tions, including the
USA Today, the
Wall Street Journal.
Michael Kiprop '07 Every article can be
Morning Sentinel
SGA Treasurer made
and the Financial
available
Times every weekinstantly, it 's just a
day morning. The
matter of bookmark- i i
papers that students do not collect ing the page with a computer on cameach day are returned to the supplier pus. The Wall Street Journal does have
without the College being charged. a program called Joumal-In-Education,
The next paper order is adjusted for which offers subscriptions for 80% off . .
the demand of the previous shipment, of regular print and online rates. These
so the College only pays for what the subscriptions, however, are intended
students read. "At the end of the year for individual students rather than instiwe're paying for the optimal number tutions.
of newspapers that students want,"
Student demand for news in print
Kiprop '07 said. The Wall Street contradicts the trend in the publishing
Journal, owned by Dow Jones and industry of readership drifting towards
Company, does not participate in the more instantaneous, electronic , mobile
program.
news sources.
By JOHN DeBRUlCKER
NEWS EDITOR

At the end of
the year we're
paying for the
optimal number
of newspapers
that students
want.
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Time f or some real civil discourse

EDITORIAL
Webmail: Don 't hate ,
conversate
As it did a numberof times last semester. Webmail's inconsistency
has proven once again just how dependent we are on e-mail. A student
who neglects to check his or her e-mail for even just a day can miss
out on important information about a class assignment, a group meeting or any number of important reminders.
There are obvious reasons we have gravitated as a community
towards electronic mail. \i'& instantaneous, available from almost anywhere (when functional), and just impersonal enough to be completery devoid of social awkwardness. Moreover, the way we've organized
ourselves as a school makesthingslike listserv the logical way to contact a group of five, a class of 500 or a college of almost 2,000. Is this
a warning sign that we're becoming less human? Slaves to the
machines we've created? Doubtful. Like the offputting thrill of a
power outage, Webmail's failure is an opportunity for us to reexamine
the nature (no pun intended) of the relationships we've created.
While Webmairs malfunctioning has been frustrating, the Echo
staff can't help but use it as an opportunity to think about the social
context of e-mail and its effects on how we interact with those in our
community. Instead of twiddling our thumbs and whining, we should
use this opportunity to meet with people face to face. Talk to the professor you had e-mailed, call the club leader you 've never met. Heck,
even facebooking the Echo editor you said you"d send your article to
by noon on Sunday would be a step in the right direction - News
Editor John DeBruickcr could always use more facebook friends anyway. E-mail offers a convenient means of avoiding social interaction,
a >kill that can always use practice and polishing.
How many of us belong to clubs where our membership merely
consists of skimming the minutes on an e-mail from some faceless
club secretary? How many of us know our professors * e-mail addresses by heart but have no clue where their offices are located? E-mail
makes it almost too easy to forego the extra effort to connect with the
people who surround us.
Granted, in the contemporary world in which we live, it 's nearly
impossibleto completely avoid the use of e-mail (and technology in
general). We're not cave-people, we're college students at a technologically-sawy modem institution. There is no way we, as a newspaper staff, could fathom publishing a paper each week without the
ability to contact our writers and each other and receive articles in cmail form.
But that doesn't mean that we too don't need to work on our interpersonal communication. After alt. we do spend a huge portion of each
week hunched over our computers in silence editing articles and laying out pages.
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By SUZANNE MERKELSON
Hugo Chavez stood at a podium in
front of the entire world and proclaimed that our president smells like
sulfur. George W. Bush wasn't even
compared to the devil at the U.N. two
weeks ago-he was declared Lucifer
himself, according to the leaders of
Iran and Venezuela. And all he could
respond with was some forgettable
and condescending rhetoric and
macho mumbo jumbo. At least he didn 't pull a Dick Cheney and yell
obnoxious obscenities at any of his
political opponents.
Even in the face of many dire problems facing the world today-the obvious war in Iraq, the forgotten war in
Afghanistan, the potential and desire
for nuclear capabilities in Iran , genocide in Darfur. AIDS, poverty, global
warming-it was business as usual for
the leaders of the world. Nobody said
anything remotely useful or illuminating or constructively critical (of themselves or others). Absolutely nothing
was accomplished.
I wish I could say that we're above
that here at Colby. I wish I could point
out that our bright young minds are
free from the political visor that blinds
people like George Bush and Hugo
Chavez and Mahmoud Ahmadincjad;

52 Front St., Waterville, ME

Perhaps we all
(including Bush
and Chavez and
Ahmadinejad)
can take a hint
from the nerdy
caped kid and
rationalize our
thoughts,
instead of blindly babbling
them...
aptitude and sagacity where it really
matters-outside the classroom?
In last week's Echo, an article with
one member of our campus community 's rationalized and reasoned view
on the alcohol scene at Colby caused
many readers to approach me, as
Opinions Editor, as well as a friend ,
and comment on the article's content
and writer. And that 's great; I want
this page to be a device for discourse,
to spark debate and conversation. I
love that people write for this page-of

their own accord , outside of the
obligations of class. I love that people read this page and want to
respond to its substance. However,
it 's unnecessary and disheartening
when those responses are of a variety
little better than, for example : "What
a fucking bitch."
That's not discourse; that 's just
immaturity. That 's no better than proclaiming someone smells like sulfur,
instead of objectively and logically
pointing out what you see as wrong
with the argument.
If you can 't support your views
with clear evidence, don't say them in
the first place. Instead of jumping to
name-calling, to "fucking bitch," or to
"asshole," or to whatever other muck
that passes for intelligent discord on
this campus, try saying something that
actually makes sense. Have you ever
even thought about what the words
"fucking bitch" mean? Try explaining
them; it 's impossible, because they
carry no valid or coherent meaning.
I recall a scene from the (quite
excellent) movie Wet Hot American
Summer, in which a nerdy, cape-wearing. Dungeons and Dragons-playing
kid is called "douche-bag." His
response: "Douche-bags are a hygienic product, I take that as a compliment,
thank you '" Perhaps we all (including
Bush and Chavez and Ahmadinejad)
can take a hint from the nerdy caped
kid and rationalize our thoughts,
instead of blindl y babbling them out
loud to anyone who will listen. That's
what it takes to understand and learn
from each other, and that 's what it
takes to move forward, whether we're
talking about nukes in Iran or the
behavior of intoxicated students.

On the continuing genocide in Darfur:
College students can give a shit today
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that we have the ability to reason and
rationalize and discuss in a civilized
and productive manner. Perhaps in
some situations-most notably being
class-we're able to do just that. But
why is it that the second we're no
longer formally debating, our discourse consists of crude expletives
and references to body parts? Why
can't wc app ly our understanding and

By MEGAN DEAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In regards to the death toll in the
Darfur region of Sudan, reports from
both the United States and the United
Nations usually reference numbers
around 60,000. Recently, however,
two American researchers performed
a rigorous study involving sampling
and statistics that indicated the death
toll is actually much higher: their
results placed the number of casualties between 250.000 and 400,000.
The New York Times ran an article in
support of these findings, believing
the number killed in Darfur has in
fact advanced further than many
sources commonly report. Even the
lower side of these estimates would
be the equivalent of 125 Colby
College campuses (each with roughly
2000 students) murdered.
I don 't find it necessary to use this
article to reiterate that something
must be done to stop genocide and
other mass atrocities across the
globe. None of us would be at this
college if we failed to recognize this
fact. I know this because at the State
Radio Concert two weekends ago,

despite a loud bass blaring in the
background, a large number of students stopped to fill out small post
cards urging President Bush to
uphold his pledge of "not on my
watch." Signing seemed like such a
simple act that perhaps many of us
doubted it reall y had any ability to
affect change on the situation.
Such discouraged , cynical ques-

As college students, however,
we can realize
that gray areas
are not as paralyzing....We can
see the world as
it actually is,
unmarred by
political agendas.
tioning is partially a result of the
intrinsic distrust and animosity that
many Colby students have for
American politics and the overall state
of current affairs. But it is possible to
maintain discontent and skepticism

while simultaneously believing
change is possible. Furthermore, discontent and skepticism are two of the
most effective catalysts for action.
In early 2003, the Sudanese government-supported militia comprised
of mostly nomadic Arabs, known as
the Janjaweed, began fighting against
rebel groups comprised mostly of
non-Arab farmers. Later that year,
however, it became clear that the
Janjaweed had defeated the rebel
groups and had begun to attack nonArab civilians. This marked the point
where the United States and other
nations questioned whether or not
they should intervene.
The world is not divided into black
and white, right and wrong, moral and
immoral; this has been something
education and experience has taught
us all. It is frustrating that gray areas,
such as the one produced by the Sudan
genocide, are often excuses governments hide behind for their failures to
act. As college students, however, we
can realize that gray areas are not as
paralyzing. We complete problem sets
for abstract algebra and write papers
for philosophy despite the apparent
ambiguity of these subjects. We can
see the world as it actually is,
unmarred by political agendas. If we
can accomplish this, we are certainly
capable of confronting political uncertainty and unresponsiveness to articulate what we know is the right course
of action.

Students on the Street
What should the sketchy theme f or the next dance be?

Fall is soccer season
I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
By C.W. Bossett

Most of you all out there don 't
know that your beloved columnist
was born and reared (never "raised"farmers "raise" flax, people "rear
children) in South Dakota. Second of
the rectangular states, South Dakota's
state motto is: "Closer Than North
Dakota." I was reared in the Land of
The World's Only Corn Palace and
the Wall Drugstore ("Free Ice Water
at the Wall Drug").
South Dakota was a prairie Eden,
innocent of "outside" (read Commie,
pinko, possibly even openly gay)
influences. Only in South Dakota
could you have high school basketball games that ended 31-19. Football
games at my alma mater, the
University of South Dakota, in the
1950s attracted maybe a thousand
spectators. Good people went to the
Missouri Synod Lutheran Church on
Sundays and ate a lot of strange foods
like lutefisk (an awful fish imported
from Norway). No one had heard of,
let alone played, soccer in the 1950s.
Now I imagine towns in South
Dakota replete with soccer moms in
SUVs at the local greensward, knitting and gossiping, while their offspring kick the black-and-white ball
up and down the pitch. Some of the
children are barely bigger than that
ball, and no one scores regularly. Still,
soccer has come a long ways in the
sporting life of Americans. Hey, the
World Cup was on ABC this summer.
One of my children, David, began
"plpying " soccer when he was hardly
able to kick the ball more than five
yards at a crack. But, soccer dad in
this case, I went to more games than I
wanted to for many years until the kid
ended up starting as a striker for the
Waterville Purple Panthers and losing
in the Maine State Championship.He
even went on to play Junior Varsity at
Williams College, where everyone
else on the team was named Pablo
and played for The Dominican
Republic during summers.
But I had become addicted to The
Beautiful Game, and I began to go to
the men's (sometimes the women's)
soccer matches at Colby. Men's Coach
Mark Serdjenian had once been my
student, and the college game is usually exciting. Over the years, 1 have seen
some wonderful games, one a victory
over Bowdoin College in the ECAC
championship that was so wonderful
that, after the game, we all-players and
spectators-just walked around the
pitch, hating to leave that glory.
Coach Serdjenian lets me watch
from near the Colby bench, where I
can imagine that my vocal encouragement has some effect on the
game's outcome. I am loud and profane, unlike my friend and uber-fan
Don Allen of Geology, who is loud
but well-mannered in his support of
the Mules. He knows almost every
player by name and by best foot. I
mostly scream a lot.
One Thursday,Colby was playing a
formal scrimmage against the Husson
Oafs (or whatever), who had loaded
the team with players from England.
One of the Husson Rams (?) kept complaining about the officiating, whining
at the referee and the linesmen in earsplitting tones-over and over. "Hey,
don 't you know how the game is
Continued on Page 5

The double-edged sword of military technology What really bursts my
bubble: Campus housing
By KRIS MIRANDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Governator leads a charge for
funding stem cell research. Iran draws
closer to nuclear weapons capability.
Wikipedia endeavors to educate on
everything from the trial of Socrates
to the fourth episode of the eighth season of Friends. And of course, for better or worse, Facebook seems to be
taking over the world.
It seems that throughout most of
human history, at any given moment
someone's making a noteworthy technological leap, or arguing about one.
An obvious example is the atom
bomb.
Effective? Certainly.
Justified? I'd concede the point, as
the Americans and the Japanese seem
to agree that even more would have
died otherwise. Without its drawbacks and dangers? Not so much. The
same concepts apply, with varying

degrees of severity, to stem cell
research and Wikipedia. Much good
can come from them, but much bad,
too. In the wrong hands, stem cell
research could lead to a horrific
Frankenstein scenario; Wikipedia can
leave someone-or worse, thousands
of someones-sorely misinformed.
Technology can be compared to the innate human
capacity for violence:
unarguably useful in certain circumstances, but
with the potential for
grave mistakes.
That
capacity-and
propensity-for violence, for
example, has never gone
away, but we can kill and
destroy much faster, and on
a much larger scale, than we
could two thousand years
ago. During Greece's
Archaic Age, a handful of
"set piece" battles, some
lasting mere hours, could decide wars
and shift the balance of power between
nations for a generation; now that
armies and nations both are more
durable, month-long combat can end

inconclusively, making hundreds of
deaths seem futile. Then, moving troops
from place to place took up much more
time than the actual fighting; now, transportation takes a few days or weeks, and
battle may rage for a year, killing myriad civilians in the process.Now that war
is in certain senses easier to wage, the
choice
to
wageit has the
potential to
wreak much
more havoc
(not that this
necessarily
happens)-and
the
human
nature
that
guides such
choices has
changed Utile.
On
the
other hand ,
those
set
piece battles
were so conclusive partly because
population figures were dramatically
different. And we have made other
advances in the art of war: while thousands can die in a heartbeat with a sin-

Technology can
be compared to
the innate
human capacity
for violence:
inarguably useful...but with the
potential for
grave mistakes.

gle bomb, twelve-man Special Forces
teams can achieve results just as militarily and politically significant by
acting on a much smaller, more precise scale-with less damage, less
chaos, less death. In all fairness, that
sort of fighting is preferred today;
there will probabl y never be another
battle like Plataea or Cannae. Then
again, there never Has to be. One
nuclear strike...
Also, more intricate international
relations, themselves facilitated by
improved communications technology, further complicate war 's ramifications. But the peacetime benefits seem
worth it. "Of all evil I deem you capable, therefore I want the good from
you," Nietzsche wrote in Thus Spoke
Zarathustra. As our powers and
choices expand, so too must our
restraint. It 's a worthy sentiment, but
one that humans, with our characteristic impatience, have some difficulty
with. Still, if guided by conscience
and prudence, our ambition has as
much potential for the great as for the
terrible. Does that potential justify the
risk? I dare to hope.

Why diversity ?: Let 's actually learn from differences

By ZACH HAAS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Why do we even make the effort to
surround ourselves with different people-people from different places, with
different languages, even with (gasp!)
different viewpoints? After all, what
do we gain from awkward experiences
where we are forced to re-examine our
prerogatives? What if I learn that I
was wrong, and that I have been thinking erroneously or acting imprudently
for my entire life? These are some of
the fears inherent in promulgating
diversity at a college campus, because
I, like many students, get defensive
when others question my standpoint,
even when done constructively.

On a positive note, I feel that this
realization is at least the first step to
reaping the benefits of diversity. The
next step may very well be asking
myself what diversity is and why I
should incorporate a healthy dose of
it into my life. Diversity is the making of an amalgamation of beliefs
and cultures in order to achieve a
higher understanding of how people
can
efficaciously
coexist.
Furthermore, the objective is no less
than the profound understanding of
fellow man. We, as college students,
seek to carry on this tradition of gathering knowledge about each other
because it empowers the individual
to perform courageously against
injustice and for the pursuit of universal happiness. However, in light
of the numerous benefits of a diverse
college campus, I feel as if I am not
taking advantage of this rare opportunity to explore various possibilities.
It is clear through historical prece-

World of Warcraft: Planet epidemic or solution?
immediate cease-fire in all strife.
What kind of general would ever have
time to strategize against an enemy
with an active WoW account? Most
importantly what kind of human
being would ever voluntarily neglect
his/her life (or WoW account) for anyBy DANIEL OPALACZ
CONTRIBUTINGWRfTER
thing else? So with neither generals
nor soldiers available who would
fight one another? Looks like WoW
World of Warcraft (WoW) isn't just has solved another world problem.
Even in our small corner of the
a computer game for its six million
annual subscribers; it's a way of life. world here on campus, WoW's beneEach and every new day brings fits are numerous. Imagine a beautiful
thrilling and captivating challenges. fall day, leaves tumbling in the crisp
For instance, imagine the excitement autumn breeze; what do you think the
of meeting your online "guild" at 8:15 WoW community might be doing?
sharp on a Friday night to attack the That 's right, getting their game on
illustrious dragon, Queen Onyxia, so INDOORS. These dorm rooms were
that if your chances play out (one in a built for a reason...what's the need to
thousand) she'll drop the Netherwind ever leave them or you computer for
Helmet (an unbelievably vital piece to that matter? The only thing you 'll get
your 50th set of armor). Completely in return from exposure to sunlight is
obscure, nauseating and meaningless a nasty batch of lymphoma.
missions like this
Probably one
make WoW an essenof the best reasons
tial part of society.
to start playing
WoW is for the
1 propose that
hot chicks and
WoW could eradinew
buddies
cate
the
entire
world's problems;
you'll meet. Let's
get right down to
that 's right, every
one of them from terit. It's the inforrorism to the skymation age people...this is the
rocketing
obesity
time where it 's
rates that plague the
socially acceptU.S. Just imagine a
able to have never
terrorist
training
camp: how could teractually "met"
rorists find the time to swing across your girlfriend. And I say let 's
monkey bars in the blazing desert sun embrace it Next week lock yourself in
if they needed to increase their WoW your room, blow of your friends , quit
character 's point level? Without these all activities you're involved with, and
vital skills, terrorists become as harm- game out for 168 hours. You'll find
less as koala bears. Good-bye terror- that your new virtual friends are far
ism.
less creepy than your best buddies.
Okay Okay, but how would WoW You'll see that you can relate to your
ever decrease obesity rates? Quite virtual friends more because you
simply there would be no time to eat know less about them. Maybe if
food. Who would ever dare to grab a you 're lucky your new friends may
bite of food while attempting to kill have fabricated everything about
General Drakkisat from the Upper themselves...aren't people like that
Black Rock Spire to acquire the leg- just so much more interesting?
endary "trinket?" With such important
So Colby students, once you 've
matters at hand all evolutionary urges seen the light and realized WoW's
like eating would be forgotten.
potential to save the world and your
Lastly and most importantly, the social life, I urge you to drop the
forced implementation of WoW newspaper in your hand and acquire
throughout the world would bring an your very own copy of WoW.

...this is the time
where it's socially
acceptable to
have never actually "met" your girlfriend. And I say
let's embrace it.

dents that the division of a nation and
the division of the world in general,
whether along racial lines, tribal lines,
or otherwise, has led to the detriment
of humanity. So
why are we not
jumping at the
chance to learn as
much about each
other as possible,
thereby logically
preventing another humanitarian
crisis?
The
answer
is...we
don 't like to feel
uncomfortable.
The body will
always follow the
path of least resistance if not forced to take a stand to
the contrary.
However, the pathway to world
peace starts in our backyard if we can
only have the bravery required to
break with the tenacity of previous
generations. Diversity should not be a
trophy that Colby puts on its shelves
to display for college tours and
trustees. It should mean something

deeply personal, like we're making a
deliberate effort to immerse ourselves
in knowing people of all shapes and
orders in order to further our understanding of the world.
As we have learned
through
political
movements carried out
with a unilateral fist ,
misunderstandings of
different cultures leads
to great tragedies. I
would personally like
to make a greater
effort to take advantage of what Colby has
to offer, as I have
regretfully
treated
diversity at Colby like
a trophy to be proud
of, rather than a virtue in which to
play an active role. Peculiar, however,
is that my call to action is nothing
more than to keep doing what you're
doing, but with the caveat that you
can't be afraid to be wrong. Searching
for confirmation that you have been
thinking and acting impeccably your
entire life will surely lead to crisis.

...I, like many
students, get
defensive when
others question
my standpoint,
even when done
constructively.

By RYAN ADAMS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I recently decided that I wanted to
be a tour guide for Admissions. As I sat
at a meeting to go over tour guide
expectations, I flipped through "The
Handbook" for Colby Admissions student volunteers. There's a section titled
"Answering Tough Questions." So I
casually skimmed through until I got to

"What is the
worst thing at
Colby?" But this
is not a tough
question.
the question "What is the worst thing
about Colby?" But this is not a tough
question. The answer is housing, but
more particularly, senior housing.
The problem is that Colby has a
housing crunch. They've admitted
more students than they have beds for
the last two years. Colby Gardens is a
direct result of this problem. Although
I congratulate Colby for the way it has
handled the Colby Gardens situation,
perhaps this close relation to
Waterville initiated tensions that came
to a boiling point on the Miller steps
last May and have continued into the
current year.
It is no secret that living in the
Greater Waterville area isn't exactly
ideal at the moment. As a result, it
should come as no surprise to Colby
that fewer students wanted to live off
campus this year. In an effort to persuade more students to live off campus, Colby issued SI000 incentives to
those making the choice. This monetary sum only symbolizes the
increased risk of living off campus.
How will Colby continue to address
the desire(or lack thereof) to live on
campus? Will this monetary compensation continue?
I was one of many students last
spring that decided to live off campus.

Why would you dump Jessica Simpson?

By SAM JONES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

John Mayer and Jessica Simpson
broke up. It 's sad, I know. When I
heard about it, I didn't go to class for
a week. I was pretty torn up. But with
every dawn comes a new sunrise.
Every new beginning comes from
some other beginning's end. And so 1
decided it was going to be okay.
But really, why did they break up?
Don't believe what the tabloids say. If
you want to know why things ended
between them, you 've really got to
immerse yourself in the situation. So
here 's my guess.
I' m going to start this off by stating
one of the realest truisms of the last
decade. Jessica Simpson is hotter than
the sun. That's not opinion, that 's fact.
It's science. So why was she dating
John Mayer, voted by Maxim as "The
#1 Fugliest Celebrity" (seriously, they
did)? It 's because she's dumb.
We ail know Jessica Simpson isn 't
smart. It's just not her thing. This has
been clearly evidenced during
Newlyweds with ex-husband Nick
Lachey, where she confused tuna with
chicken, buffalo wings with actual
buffalo, and committed several other
blatant errors of judgment. Her intelligence is actually inversely proportionate to her beauty. I could explain this
to you with an actual equation, but I
don 't want to bore you with numbers.
When first learning of the courtship
between Mayer and Simpson, my
reactions ranged from "What the
hell?" to "Good for him" to the always
reassuring "Wow, I wonder if I could
get her." Mayer had hit the jackpot.
And when luck comes your way, you
have to roll with it.
I was even more shocked to see
the tabloids weeks later, reading that
Mayer broke up with Simpson, saying she was using him for publicity.

And then it all made sense. Her new
album, A Public Affair , had been
recently released , and she needed
promotional buzz for it to sell. What
better way than to date another musician who also happens to be releasing a new album?
We all know that can't be it. It's
almost too simple. Mayer broke up
with her because his music would suffer from lack of inspiration if they
continued. He would follow in Nick
Lachey's footsteps. Lachey's career
hit rock bottom when he was married
to Simpson. Look at him now; he's
regained success. Perhaps it was the
craftiest career move ever. Perhaps
Mayer knew, like Lachey, that he
could accrue popularity as a result of
their break up. It 's a genius move.
Break up with her for publicity, but
cite that break up as her fault by

claiming it was her publicity stunt.
Mayer handled himself much better
than most men. He exercised self-control and regained the powerful hand
by breaking up with her. And let's face
it: breaking up with Jessica Simpson
has got to be one of the most difficult
decisions a man has ever had to
face...in the history of time.
And so I have to say congratulations, John Mayer. You separated
yourself head and shoulders above the
pack. You have risen above the beauty
and allure of Jessica Simpson and recognized that perhaps life is more fulfilling elsewhere.
Besides, I hear she's got a new guy,
anyways. And good for him. Perhaps
her new beau, Steve Sandak '07, will
be better off with her than Mayer was.

The decision was not based on desire,
however. My friends and I had our
eyes set on a senior apartment. But
those dreams were crushed by an email from the Director of Housing,
Sui Kim Cheah, titled, "Alfond Senior
Apartments Lottery Results - Sorry!"
Our next step tried our luck in the regular room draw, but it is not possible
to get a suite with male picks #33,
#47, #58, #69, #70, or #75. We were
not about to resign ourselves to living
in doubles in Hillside, so we elected
to move off campus. The decision was
the best we could have made given
our situation. Upon reflection, I'd
make the same decision again. All of
us wished to experience a transition
year to the real world, giving us a
chance to learn the responsibilities
needed to make this leap. These
responsibilities would not have been
learned in our doubles in Hillside
where a custodial staff cleans our
bathroom and our hallway. Now, 1
want to make it clear that a double in
Hillside is by no means a bad room. In
fact, I lived in Williams my first year.
But would you rather spend the year
that marks the culmination of your
undergraduate career in a one-room
double in the Virgin Vault, or in a twostory six-man apartment in Alfond?
Most of the problem rests with the
quota system, which relegatesseniorswith
lottery picks of #20 or higher to the aforementioned doubles or, at best, a triple. In
theory, the quota system works great But
in practice, it's really not that wonderful.
I'd love to have lived in an AMSquad or a
Heights quad or a Dana five-man or even
Treworgy Basement All of these rooms
are similar to the kindsof apartments most
of us will live in after graduation.And why
shouldn't you expect to get a suite or an
apartment as a senior?
I don't think Colby will do anything major about this issue in the
immediate future. After all, we are
undergoing the biggest capital campaign ever and the Diamond building
and Cotter Union expansions are evidence of that. However, I would tike
Colby to announce a long term plan to
address the issue. That's the best we
can hope for. And that 's what really
bursts my bubble.

BASSETT: Soccer
Continued From Page 4
played? You're really American!"
"Stop bitching and play the game,"
I shouted at the Brit. He then gave me
the bird as obnoxiously and openly as
possible. Now did the stuffy old
English professor ignore the lout and
turn his back? No, you know better'n
that. I gave him the bird right back,
thus causing some pushing and shoving 'twixt the Colby and Husson guys.
And Coach Serdjenian suspended
me for a game (like a red card) until I
got some dignity back. No one had
ever suspended me before, but he was
right in doing so. And I don't flip the
finger at anyone anymore. They'd
probably let me in South Dakota, but
I don 't go back for the fall in South
Dakota. What if soccer hadn 't taken
root in the Plains? Naaaw! Beckham
could live in Sioux Falls.

The Echo is hiring.
We are looking for a new Webmaster to update our
website on a weekly basis.
We are also looking for students interested in assisting in the distribution of papers on campus as well as
the mailing of subscriptions on Fridays.
Finally, we are looking for a student to solicit advertisements from local businesses.

COME BE A PART OF COLBY S STUDENT
PAPER. PLEASE SEND INQUIRIES TO:
ECHO@COLBY.EDU

this week

In the mood f o r
oud: not the typ o,
but the instrument

COOTs reun ite in Page for slideshow

FRIDAY, SEPT. 29
¦International Coffee Hour
4 p.m.
Mry Low Coffeehouse
• Slices of Ufe
7:30 pjn.
Runnals/Strider Theater
• Comedy Night with Pete
Holmes
9 p.m.
131 Page Commons
Student
Band: The
Wounded Soldiers
9 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse

By JENNY
DEAN
CONTRIBUTING
WRITER

SATURDAY, SEPT.30
• Grill-Off
4 p.m.
Lawn Areas
• Slices of Life
7:30 p-m.
Runnals/Strider Theater
• Sketchy Heights Karaoke
10 p.in
Heights Community Room
SUNDAY, OCT. 1
• Atnmn Moon Festival
2 p.m.
AMS Party Space

MOLLY VWWEH/THE COLBY ECHO

On Friday Sept. 22 class of 2010 "COOTers " and their COOT leaders met to remember their travels.

Music review: You can (s top) waiting
f or John Mayer to change his music
By JAMIE PLUME

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In beginning to discuss John
Mayer 's latest studio release .
Continuum, it is essential that one
revisit the paths that the artist has traveled in his previous works. After ail ,
much of the buzz that surrounded this
album in the months prior to its
release derives from Mayer 's insistence that he was done writing shallow pop music, and thus began his

foray mto the more relevant realm of
the blues. His near-admittance of prior
artistic sin is a similar sentiment to
that expressed by rapper Jay-Z before
the release of his (supposed) final project , the critically acclaimed Black
Album. In the track titled "Moment of
Clarity," Jay declares, "I dumb down
for my audience / And double my dollars / They criticize me for it / Yet they
all yell "Holla"." Mayer 's first majorlabel release . Room f o r Squares
[2001 ] was certified platinum and produced the Grammy-winning single

"Your Body is a Wonderland." 2003's
Heavier Things saw similar results;
with the sensitive acoustic tune
"Daughters" propelling Mayer to
Grammy-greatness
once again.
Therefore, it would seem that the
artist 's harshest critic is perhaps John
Mayer himself (As I refuse to consider a song with a title that contains the
words "body" and "wonderland"
under my list of safe bets). And in its
apparent quest to be the most soulful
Mayer disc yet , surely Continuum
cannot disappoint its maker.

Movie review: "The Black Dahlia ": beautifully stylized incoherence
By MATT THOMAS
STAFF WR ITER

Rating: 2.5 out of 5 stars
When I saw "The Black Dahlia ,"
I couldn't help but notice that the
audience consisted mostly of folks
old enough to remember the film's
time period. As I
was leaving the
theater, I heard a
few of them saying
things like, "Takes
me back to childhood." Indeed, this
film is awash in
1940s film noir
atmosphere
that
reminds me of He
Walked By Wig ht—
everything from
the costumes, the
hairstyles,
the
mannerisms , the
lighting, the framing of the shots and
the narration. So, Josh Hartnett
congrats axe in
order for Brian De
Palma (the director known best for
Carrie and Scarf ace)...he has created a movie that will bring nostalgia to our grandparents.
Unfortunately, the rest of the
movie doesn 't live up to the same
standard of quality.
The Black Dahlia is an adaptation of a James Ellroy novel of the
same name, itself based VERY
loosely on the 1947 murder of
aspiring actress Elizabeth Short
(named "the Black Dahlia" by the
press). It focuses on two boxersturned-detectives, Dwight Bleichert
(Josh Hartnett) and Lee Blanchard
(Aaron Eclcbart), as they attempt to
solve the case. Soon after, both men
are seemingly seduced by screen
tests of the victim used as evidence
and both become obsessed her. In
Blanchard's case, the obsession is
literal, as he puzzles over evidence
and strains relations with his wife
Kay
(Scarlett
Johansson).
Bleichert 's obsession , meanwhile .

manifests itself in his relationship
with Scottish heiress Madeleine
Linscott (Hilary Swank), who may
have a mysterious link to Short
aside from her strikingly similar
appearance.
It's a fairly well-done setup for a
story that is ostensibly about
Hollywoodland dreams and lust

pose of the confusion is to mask
the fact that the screenplay as a
whole just isn 't that good-a purpose that is also served by De
Pal ma 't fanciful direction.
If there's anything at all surprising about this movie , it 's the fact
that such a stellar cast manages to
be so ineffective. Miscasting is definitely the problem
here ,
particularly the
two
female
leads. Scarlett
Johannson ,
whose
career
choices always
seem
to
be
excuses for her
to pretend she's
10 years older
than she is, has
little
to
do
except sit around
and look , well ,
10 years older.
Meanwhile ,
COURTESY Of »WV<_MOW£SONUNE CA
"
and Scarlett Johannson in "The Black Dahlia.
Hilary Swank's
God-awful
Scottish accent
taken to patholog ical levels, and is enough to make viewers forget
the film tops it off by throwing an she 's a two-time Oscar winner .
enormous number of twists and red Then there 's Hartnett and Eckhart ,
herrings in our direction. Several neither of whom really manage to
people aren 't what they seem, sev- dig deep into their characters '
eral things didn 't happen the way unusual obsessions (in spite of the
they appeared , and a plethora of letter 's starmaking performance in
subplots arc thrown into the mix. "Thank You For Smoking") and
The p lot thus becomes quite con- demonstrate a complete lack of
voluted , but initially, it seems chemistry as partners. If anyone
interesting even though it's does- anything with their material ,
extremel y confusing.
it 's the relatively unknown Mia
However, just because you can 't Kirshner as the titular character—
understand it doesn 't mean it 's in the test reels watched by the
good. When a movie puts so many detectives , she manages to convey
different elements into place, they Elizabeth Short 's vulnerabilities
had all better come together nicely and disillusionment quite superbl y.
by the end. Sadly, that just doesn 't
Ultimately, The Black Dahlia is a
happen in The Black Dahlia. What murder mystery that gives us the
seems to be a setup for an amazing illusion of suspense rather than genclimax winds up becoming surpris- uine suspense, with some great
ingly predictable (oxymoronic as atmosphere and direction by De
that sounds), and we also find that Palma and disappointing performost of the aforementioned sub- mances. It works-sort of—but I
plots amount to nothing. What I walked out of the theater feeling
finally realized is that the real pur- like I'd been cheated.

That being said, the album 's debut
single , "Waiting on the World to
Change," has to be Continuum 's single anomalistic part. Here , Mayer 's
rhythms are uncharacteristically boring, while the verse feels overly contrived and alien. No doubt , it is more
than appropriate to for the young
artist to address the indifference of
America 's youth—but by this point
in time , loyal fans have come to
expect more from an inarguably verbose Mayer than to blandly state,
"Now we see everything that 's going
wrong / With the world and those
who lead it / We just feel like we
don 't have the means / To rise above
and beat it. " This is precisel y the sort
of "dumbing down " that Jay-Z identified with safe success. It shouldn 't
surprise listeners that this is the last
song Mayer wrote for the album ,
after label executives complained
that they did not hear a hit single.
Continuum takes a few tracks to
catch its stride, but once it does, one
might wish that it wouldn 't stop. In
the early track "Belief," Mayer skillfully examines the conflict in the
Middle East from both sides, though
musicall y it sounds like a bad Sting
record that is hardly worth revisiting.
The album truly takes off on its fourth
track, titled "Gravity." Here, one witnesses the sort of memorable blues
rune that one should expect from the
Continued on Page 7

Rahim AlHaj
has played the oud
since he was a lad
of nine. While his
instrument is not
of particular popularity in the West,
known as the precursor to the
European lute, it is
widely heard and
played throughout
MMX50H OOUI1E/THE COLBY ECHO
the Middle East,
Greece and North Rahim AlHaj in concert this past Saturday.
Africa. The oud is
an eleven-stringed
instrument, with a short neck, and a the greatest of oud-players, at the
body roughly the shape of a half- Institute of Music in Baghdad. In 1991,
melon. Its origins are antediluvian: the following the first Gulf War, AlHaj was
oud is said to be a creation of Lamak, a recognized for his anti-establishment
close descendant of Cain. Its design has political activism and was forced to flee
been copied and changed, and its form to Jordan, leaving his borne and his
is reminiscent in a variety of stringed beloved mother. In 2000, he began a
instruments, from the Russian balalai- life in the United States as a political
ka, to the Japanese biwa, to the refugee. From this time, he has taken
Indonesian gambus. The instrument on a numberof tours and participated in
holds more contemvarious ensembles,
porary cultural imporgracing
stages
tance to Rahim
throughout the US,
AlHaj' s native Iraq.
Europe, the Middle
Traditional oud music
East and Africa,
consists of improvisaand released a
number of CD's.
tion on a set of
"maqams," which are
And for one more
star on his illustriscalar modes. And
while AlHaj
is
ous resume, on
demonstrably, more
Sept 23, 2006 he
than proficient at this
came to Colby
art, he vies to comCollege.
poseparticular pieces,
Despite
the
in order to illustrate
quaint
venue,
various aspects of his
AlHaj displayed
world. His arrangeall the charming
ments are titled for
enthusiasm for
the aspects which
which he is accuthey are meant to portray: an event, rately noted. He generously sprinkled
such as in "Dream," a motion, as in his performances with stories of his
"Dance of the Palm Trees," or a place, life and of the influences that shape
like "The Second Baghdad."
his music. His extensive technique
Most of his work is focused on the made for a versatile range of sounds
issues of Iraq, and specifically, and emotions and evoked a myriad of
Baghdad, where he spent much of his images, tranquil, playful, raw, joyous
young life. He is strongly influenced by and violent. He encouraged audience
both the beauty and the tumult which participation and on one occasion,
has defined his life, and his city. He receiving little response, he was not
divulged in concert how frequently he hesitant to demand "more nod." And,
has felt the pangs of rejection.Early on, though berating of bis own English
his father tried to push him away from skills, he was in my humble opinion
music and toward, what he thought, a adequately proficient, with English
more prosperous career in medicine. far more advanced than my own
However, AlHaj was scarcely able to Arabic. AlHaj had all the charisma
sleep without the oud by his side, and and passion to create a thought-proonly his mother understood that his voking experience. He opened a small
hope of happiness lay with the adored window to the range of culture and art
instrument In turn, AlHaj won this that exists in the Mid-East and that
familial battle, eventually studying persists despite the tumult which
under Munir Bashir, widely considered relentlessly befalls the region.

His extensive
technique made
for a versatile
range of sounds
and emotions
and evoked a
myriad of image,
tranquil, playful,
raw, joyous, and
violent.
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Beer Review
Goggles

By GEOFFREY MELDAHL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

We drew lots. Gilbey's gin fell to
Mary Williams *07. Alumnus Chris
Suprenant 'OS drew Carlo Rossi;
Canaan Morse '07 . Bud Light.
John Walden '07 pulled Red Stripe;
"Hooray!"
he
exclaimed, the logic
of which was shortly confirmed when
Katie Mercier *07
came up with the
perennial punisher,
Orloff. I would, it
seemed, be riding
the Bull (Ice).
Team
Zinfandel:
Diana Cole '07 and
Casey Lyons '07
rounded out the
panel.
The varied pleasures of these liquids * flavors are no secret to most
hill-dwellers. Tonight, however, the
tongue was not our tool. Our panel
would be analyzing the condition
known as Oculus Inebriens, "Beer
Goggles" in common parlance. To
this end we would be pioneering a
brilliant method conceived by
Colby 's own Alex McPherson '07
wherein fifty subjects, twenty-five
from each sex, are chosen randomly
from hotomot.com, rated while
sober, then again while intoxicated.

A comparison of the average ratings
should reveal what improvement, if
any, each alcohol lent to our appreciation of the subjects' appearances.
Feeling the guilty glee of the
voyeur sanctioned by Science, we
gathered around the monitor on
which the subjects were displayed.
One by one, they were submitted to
scathing critiques
from
our discriminating judges,
who
rated
each on a
scale from 0 to
10. "For the
s c i e n c e
majors!"
Morse cried,
launching
another "2"
against grade
inflation. For
the
twentyfive
males,
our collective ungoggled average
was 3.97; for females, 3.77.
O
consummate
scientists!
Scarcely were the pens down when
our relish for results had beakers in
our hands. To ensure a minimum of
error, each beverage was distributed
in quantity relative to its alcohol
content; that is, approximately: six
Red Stripes (4.7%), forty ounces of
Bull Ice (8.2%), eight-and-a-half
shots of Orloff (40%), etc. Despite
contentions from Mercier, the math

The varied pleasures of these liquids * flavors are
no secret to most
hill-dwellers.
Tonight, however, the tongue
was not our tool.

held up; the samples were distributed.
One hour was allotted for the procedure. To replicate field conditions
and ensure that a good pace was
maintained, various popular games
such as Roxanne and Kings were
joined. With five minutes and fourteen ounces of Carlo's finest Merlot
remaining, it became apparent that
Suprenant would not reach testing
conditions; Mercier, too, was understandably struggling. Alas, the very
zeal that impelled her to drop those
last three shots foreclosed the possibility of legible second-round ratings; no data was received.
It was time. All heads lolled to the
monitor. Our efforts had not been in
vain: "I'm starting to dig the racing
stripe goatee," Morse confessed, the
Light in his eyes. "I eight him up,"
the famously liberal Walden punned.
Chorus after chorus of approbation
expounded the hitherto unappreciated charms of our subjects; only Team
Zinfandel remained quiet
The data was collated , and the
results were announced: under the
influence of Jamaica's finest,
Walden 's averages leapt .7 for
mates and .92 for females. The
effect of Bud Light on Hangin'
Judge Morse was even more
impressive; though his rating of
males dropped slightly, the females
received a remarkable increase of
1.64. Williams ' averages only
improved by about .4 each, casting
the reputedly strong
aphrodisiacal qualities of
gin into doubt. Amid a
shower of poor Bull's
Eyes puns, 1 announced
my own increases of 1.52
and 1.0. At last, team
Zinfandel reported: drops
of .84 and .56! The
roseate potion is a jealous
mistress, indeed. As the
pallor of winter and the
sunken eyes of the late
night library begin to
afflict the populace,
remember the wisdom of
the ancients: "In vino Veritas," "Beauty is in the
eye of the beer-holder,"
and most importantly,
"You mess with the Bull ,
you get the homies."
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This week's contestents line-up to be p hotographed and reviewed.

Music review: what drives John Mayer to improve his music
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Continued From Page 6
highly introspective, raspy-voiced
crooner. Mayer's guitar solos are once
again unmistakable and made to sound
effortless. Long-time fans will exult in
the resurfacing of the clever, focused
lyricism present in many a Mayer
crowd favorite (Think : "Why
Georgia"). In his struggle to comprehend the aging process, he sings
'Twice as much ain 't twice as good /
And can't sustain like one-half could /
It's wanting more that 's gonna send
me to my knees." A similar beauty of
simplicity can be found in two of
Mayer 's gentler yet mature tracks,
"The Heart of Life" and "Stop This
Train." Anyone who has seen John
Mayer in concert should have no trouble picturing him alone on stage during his second encore, plucking away
and fighting to make his voice heard
over an arena packed with young
women singing, "Pain throws your
heart to the ground / Love turns the
whole thing
around / No it
won 't all go
the way it
should / But I
know the heart
of
life
is
good." Mayer
further investigates the aging
process
in
"Stop
This
Train" when
he sings, "Had
a talk with my
old man / Said
"help me understand" / He said "turn
sixty-eight" / "You'll renegotiate" /
"Don 't stop this train / Don't for a
minute change the place you 're in /
And don't think I couldn 't ever understand / 1 tried my hand / lohn, honest-

i^^^^^^^^^SKSSSBW^i^
ly we'll never stop this train." It is
essential to recognize that this level of
sentimentality is hard to pull off time
and time-again without substantial
musical chops, of which
Mayer has plenty.
In the .linn Hendrix
cover, "Bold as Love,"
Mayer exposes himself to
all who might not have
noticed that he is, in fact,
one of the most gifted
guitarists on this planet.
Along with cementing
Mayer 's status ,
the
track's inclusion draws
attention to a lesserknown Hendrix tune ,
paying tribute to a man
whose extent of influence
on Mayer can only be understood
after listening to this album.
Continuum 's strongest track is
the groovy, defiant "Vultures ,"
which first appeared on the live
John Mayer Trio album , Try! ,

Mayer's
attempts to
quiet both his
critics and quell
his own insecurities are what
push him to
improve.

released in late 2005. Here, Mayer
sweats at the thought of his critics
in the media and elsewhere, asking
"How did they find me here? / What
do they want from me? / All of
these vultures hiding right outside
my door / I hear them whispering /
They 're trying to ride it out /
They 've never gone this long without a kill before. " Perhaps more
than ever before , John Mayer 's
uncertainty of direction and purpose is on display. However, the
song 's chorus seems to suggest that
Mayer 's attempts to quiet both his
critics and quell his own insecurities are what push him to improve.
This has never been more evident
than in the release of Continuum.
He maintains, "I wanted water but
I'll walk through the fire / If this is
what it takes to take me even higher / Then I'll come through like I do
/ When the world keeps testing
me...." Oh yeah, John , you 're getting warm all right...

Golf claims third place
Cross-town rival Thomas College
won the event, on what is their home
STAFF WRITER
course as well, with a combined score
of 226, just ahead of state-rival Bates
Despite inclement weather on College, 231.
Colby handily beat Maine
Saturda> and Sunday the Colby golf
team hit the links this weekend and Maritime Academy by twelve strokes.
With the season winding down, the
played well on their home turf
The Mules sent out three teams of Mules will travel to Brunswick this
mo on Sunda> at the Colby Classic to Saturday to compete at the New
England Small College Athletic
play an eclectic round of golf.
The teams of two played three dif- Conference Championships.
Wahl said that the Brunswick
ferent stsles of golf over the 18 holes
course is challenging,
The first si\ holes
but that his team should
w ere better ball,
be at an advantage due
the second six
to their familiarity with
were
alternate
it "It 's definitely th"
shot and the third
biggest tournament of
six were in a
the year," he said. "I
scramble format
think the guys are all
Co-Captain
excited and we're lookMatt Wahl "07
ing forward to putting in
said he thoug ht
a good week of practice
the tournament
to prepare for the
went well for
course."
e v e r y o n e
The golf team was
involved. "This
supposed to play in the
format is truly
Sid Fair Invitational on
unique." he said
"I think everyone
Matt Wahl V7 Saturday, but it was
that participated
Captain cancelled due to rain.
The cancellation of
enioved played
Saturday's invitational
this non-tradimeant that Tufts University would not
tional style of tournament golf."
Colby finished in third place with a make the trip for both venues, and
team total of 237.
Sunday's threatening conditions
The three teams of Jack Peet 07 stopped the University of Maine at
and Greg Zartanan 09, Sam Rouleau Presque Isle from making the trip.
Considering the holes were flood10 and Connor Turbidy 08; and
Andrew Hercheck "07 and John ing and the course was unplayable on
Wagner 09 all carded rounds of 79. Saturday, Wahl said he thinks they
Rouleau continued his success as one lucked out with the weather overall.
of the team 's top players, and Peet Wahl said it was dark and foggy early
and Hercheck have continued having Sunday morning, but after lightning
solid senior campaigns.
forced play to be delayed a half hour,
With four of the six players return- the weathercleared up and the tournaing, and three of them with at least two ment went smoothly.
years left, the next couple years should
be very successful for the golf team.

October Magic

By JOHN WALLER

I think the guys
are all excited
and we're looking forward to
putting in a
good week of
practice to prepare for the
course.

Field hockey falls to Trinity in overtime
By ALEXA LINDAUER
SPORTS EDfTOR

The Colby field hockey team came
close to their first New England Small
College Athletic Conference victory
last Saturday, when their game
against the Trinity College Bantams
went into overtime with a score of 1 1. Unfortunately. Trinity 's Marisa
Shutte put one past Colby six minutes
into overtime to take the win.
The game saw a scoreless first half.
Both teams came out in the second
half ready to tall y some points, but
Trinity was first to it when Shutte
scored her first goal of the game
short I)' into the half The Bantams
held Colby off for most of the period
but were unable to stop an unassisted
goal by Chrissy Maloney '07 seven

It took the first
half of the game
for us to start
playing like a
team...
Kyla Wagman '07

Captain

minutes before the whistle
In ov ertime, the Mules were unable
to find a goal to match Shutte s and
the game ended with a 2-1 result.
Goalkeeper Jamie Enos *08 had
another strong game, with 13 saves
compared to Trinity's four.
Captain Kyla Wagman '07 noted
that Colby did not come out as strong
as thc> could have, but by the end of
the game they were playing their best
She said. "It took the first half of the
game for us to start playing like a
team Once we got more composed,
we were more successful with our
passing and receiving Our goal in the
second half to tie the game proved
that we w ere getting back on track."
Enos is now second in the
NESCAC for saves per game, with an
average of 13.5. Without a win in the
NESCAC, Colby is now tied for ninth
place with Amherst College, which
shares Colby 's 0-3 league record.
C olbv ' s one win was against nonleague competitor Husson College.
This Saturday, the Mules will take
on the Middlebury College Panthers

tied for first in the conference, with
three wins and no losses. They have
defeated Connecticut College, Tufts
University and Wesleyan University.
Colby was defeated by Tufts earlier
this season but is yet to play
Connecticut and Wesleyan, which are
currently tied for seventh place, each
with a record of 1 -2. Wagman knows
that defeating Middlebury will be no
easy feat, but she knows the nature of
the NESCAC means that any team,
with the right intensity and determination, can come out with a win. She
said, "All the games are about the 50-

THE RAMBUN' MAN
By AJ HERRMANN

1 love fall. The leaves, the crisp
clean air, the anticipation of
winter...and the drama of postseason
baseball. So in honor of the upcoming
season I'd like to profile the contenders in each league to take a look at
who will be holding the trophy come
Halloween.
First, the national league contenders:
New York Mets: Jose Reyes, David
Right and the Carlos's (Beltran and
Delgado) made for an outstanding
lineup that allowed the Mets to virtually lock up a playoff spot by
Memorial Day. Throw in an outstanding bullpen led by closer Billy Wagner
and this team has the look of a bona
fide title contender: until you realize
their starting pitching staff includes
Steve Traschel and three guys well
past their primes (Tom Glavine, Pedro
Martinez and Orlando Hernandez).
The Mets will make it the World
Series, but they'll have a tough time
handling whoever comes out of the
AL. Odds of winning it all: 12-1
Everyone else: I was a little worried about writing a playoff predictions column when a number of NL
teams are still in contention until I
realized it really doesn 't matter who
makes the playoffs out of the NL:
everyone sucks besides the Mets. So
three out of the following four teams
(Cardinals, Dodgers, Padres, and
Phillies) will make the playoffs and
cam the right to have their asses
kicked by New York in the NLCS.
Odds of winning it all: it 's not happening.
And for the American League:
New York Yankees: Say there was a
player who put up the following line
for the year: 294 batting average. 31

doubles, 20 home runs . 88 runs, 88
RBIs, 15 stolen bases. This hypothetical person is the average of the 1-8
hitters in the Yankee lineup (with a
week left in the season). And that 's
not including the production of sluggers Hideki Matsui and Gary
Sheffield, who both lost considerable
time to injuries but will both be ready
for the postseason. Throw in Mariano
Rivera closing and things took pretty
good, though the rotation and middle
relief could prove to be the bomber 's
Achilles heel. Odds: 3-1
Boston Red Sox: (sorry I slipped a
minute there)
Detroit Tigers: Everyone 's feelgood story of the year, the Tigers have
a solid lineup and a great rotation led
by rookie phenomenon Justin
Verlandcr. Two huge problems: the
team has been slump ing the entire
second half and closer Todd Jones is
the worst of any of the contenders.
The rotation has to return to its first
half form if Detroit has any chance of
getting out of the first round. Odds
12-1
Minnesota Twins: The Twins have
all but locked up a postseason berth
and arguably feature the best closer
(Joe Nathan), first basemen {Justin
Momeau), catcher (Joe Mauer), and
starting pitcher (Johan Santana) in
baseball. If Francisco Liriano had
stayed healthy this time would be my
favorite to win it all, but their rotation
is weak after Santana and the Twins
have had problems winning on the
road all year. Odds- 4-1
Oakland A's: The A's have a magic
number of two with seven games left ,
including four to close the season
against the team chasing them. If
they don 't make the playoffs I'll
devote all of next week's column to
praising Steve Sandak's amazing athletic prowess (I'll admit it, his .133
batting average was 133 points higher than mine last year) and his deep
abiding love for poetry and neon colored hats and sunglasses. My heart
tells me that the A's are winning it all
if Rich Harden stays healthy, but my
gut tells me the Twins and Yankees
are still the favorites. Odds: 6-1,
about the same as me actually staying
on top of my homework with my
team in the playoffs.

Men ' s rugby victorious over Maine
Maritime , women lose to Bates College

ALEM lINOJUJ I'II , THE COLBY ECHO

The women put up a good fight but were unable to beat a Bates team that
has already had three matches this season.

STAFF WRITER
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Continued on Page 9

before our opponents can. It will give
us an advantage if we can get scrappy
and get those balls." The week of practice will lead them to a game on
The men 's rugby team has started Saturday against the University of
the year off well , while the women's New Hampshire, which should go betteam struggled a bit, but should have ter than the one against Bates. The
things worked out in their upcoming game will be here at Colby on the
games.
rugby ficld-at the south end of the
The women 's rugby team suffered a arboretum-and will start at 1:00 p.m.
depressing loss at the hands of Bates In addition the following two games,
College on Saturday. The game was the first against the University of
Colby's first of the year, but Bates Maine at Orono and the second
already had three games down, giving against the University of Maine at
them plenty of time to work out team Farmington, will be at Colby.
weaknesses. Even
The men's team.
though they lost ,
on the other hand,
Colby did well conafter a tic with
Bates two weeksidering the heavy
rain and the number
ends ago, went on
of rookies who
to a victory. They
played. Their scrums
played
Maine
were strong, and
Maritime Academy
their tackling and
in Castinc, Maine
passing was all
this weekend. Their
excellent, especially
victory is quite
in the rainy condiimpressive in light
tions, but as Coof the bad condiCaptain Jamie Fierce
Jamie Fierce '08 tions. The field was
'08 said, "Bates has
wet with rain, and
Captain
always been a strong
the game was
team in the fall seaplayed at night
son and they have always been a chal- under dim football field lights. Colenge for us. That being said, I think Captain Brendan O'Keefe '07 said
we put up a very good fight this week- that this "made it difficult for the forend."
wards and backs to have any kind of
Both captains said their main prob- cohesiveness." But the scrums and
lem was that they let loose balls go. rucks played well, keeping Colby
Fierce said, "It 's important to get to ahead. Rob Oh '07 made a penalty
50/50 balls and pick them up quickly conversion before halftime that won
so that your team can maintain posses- the game for Colby with a score of 3sion. Unfortunately Bates did this 0. On Saturday, September 30th, at
much better than we did on Saturday 3:00 p.m. on the Rugby field the men 's
and it showed in the score." And that team plays the University of Maine at
telling score was 20-0. And it 's Orono, with a barbeque on the field
because of that score that this week for fans as well as players afterwards.
co-Captain Alex Harris '07 said they
will "work on grabbing those balls
By WALTER CAMPBELL

Bates has
always been a
strong team in
the fall season
and they have
always been a
challenge for us.

COLB Y-OPOL Y

Second Annual Game Night
Teams of 5-7 maximum

PRIZES:

Forms in the Dean of Students Office (Second Floor Eusits)
Sign up by Monday, October 2

Stop what you 're doing!
Come to Game Night!

$500
$300
$150

Wha t 's lost when Volleyball f aces tough competition
sw e ar ing ' s lost at MIT invite; loses three matches
By ALEXA LINDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

PRACTICE TO PLAYOFFS
By .JEFF A IDEN

I will only say this once, but Rick
Reilly had it wrong and Steve Sandak
'07 had it right. Last week both dedicated precious column space to the
art of cussing at sporting events.
Reilly, of Sports Illustrated, commended Boston University for its
attempt to cut swearing out of university sporting events. Starting this fall,
anyone at a BU home event caught
dropping the F-bomb gets tossed.

The sidelines are
a place to lose
civility; it is
where our primal instincts
come out.
Thankfully, Sandak encouraged us to
taunt and even gave us some tips.
As the administration continues to
stifle all that is fun and holy at Colby,
this tradition of hating your opponent
will soon be lost too. With it go the
Bowdoin and Bates rivalries; after
all, how many students care only
about their disgust for the Polar
Bears and Bobcats and not the actual
sporting event. Seldom do Colby students fill the stands, but the atmosphere of a Bowdoin hockey game
sells out every time. That atmosphere
is based on swearing and bringing
the other team down.
The administration has already
started, subtly. Posters have been
placed around the Athletic Center
saying, "Be Loud, Be Proud, Be
Positive." F— THAT! Be negative,
make our opponents cry, distract
them, make home field advantage an
actual advantage. And I expect the
same back at us when Colby teams
travel. I would be disappointed if
Tufts fans did not yell, "Colby why
doesn't your catcher squat...oh, he is
only three feet tall."
Two years ago, members of the
now senior class faced minor discipline for their attempt to get the visiting soccer goalie off his game. Before
the age offacebook.com, these clever
individuals found the goalies home
phone number and taunted him and
his mother. Crossing the line,
maybe? One student was forced to
write a letter of apology and was suspended from his own team before the
season even started. An eye for and
eye, a tooth for a tooth?
Reilly tries to tell us that swearing
is unoriginal, that there is no longer
any awe factor. I disagree. Take a lesson from Ted Williams. As biographer Leigh Montville wrote, "No one
could swear as well as Ted. Not only
were the words showstoppers—
words like 'c—t' and *c—sucker,'
dropped freely with f-bombs and
modified with his favorite adjective,
'syphilitic'—but there was a way he
swore that made his outbursts special. He strung the words together to
make elaborate, rococo, profane
poetry. There was a cadence, a
rh ythm to his swearing."
Furthermore, you do not have to
be original to be an effective distracter. Colby fans that made the trip
to Trinity this weekend may have
helped to win the men 's soccer game.
For ninety minutes they yelled ,
harassed and swore at the Bantam 's
goalie. Then, in the final minute
Colby put one past him. The visiting
fans really ripped into this kid now.
Obviously shaken by the jeers, he
turned around and addressed the
Colby devotees, "What, you want
some?" Trinity had lost its home
field advantage, and the game.
The sidelines are a place to lose
civility; it is where our primal
instincts come out. We have the
Digest of Civil Discourse to not
swear, to "be civil." As swearing is
rooted out , the rivalry is lost for the
casual sports fan. As the rivalry is
lost, the administration has found
another way to diminish our Colby
experience.

The Colby volleyball team started
off the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Invitational on a good
note after sweeping Bridgewater State
3-0 Friday night in their first match of
the tournament. Unfortunately, after
the first victory Colby was unable to
win their second game Friday night or
either of their games on Saturday
against teams that are traditionally
known for their strong volleyball
teams. Senior tri-Captain Kendall
Kirby commented, "The MIT tournament is always very competitive and
is always a good learning experience
each year."
win
against
The
Mules *
Bridgewater State (30-23, 30-28, 3022) started off the weekend on a good
foot. Meredith Lawler '09 had an
impressive 18 kills and ten digs, while
fellow sophomore Jenny Lawrence
had 29 assists and seven digs. Senior
tri-Captain Julie Hike had ten kills and
two blocks, Jessie Prentice '08 had 22
digs, five kills and three aces, and
Kirby contributed 18 digs.
Soon after facing Bridgewater, the
Mules took on MIT, who eventually
won the tournament. MIT was able to
take the win in three games. After an
11-30 blowout in the first game,
Colby picked it up and was much
more competitive in the final two
games, which had scores of 25-30 and
28-30. Head Coach Candice Parent

commented, "We were a little shell
shocked in that first game. After playing Bridgewater State, a team with a
little slower offense , our blockers and
defense took a little while to adjust to
the much faster MIT offense. Right
now, MIT is the best team in New
England so it was great that wc were

If we had played
with more consistency we
would've gone
to five games
and most likely
won.
Kendall Kirby '07
Captain

able to not only rebound from being
crushed that first game but to be
extremely competitive. This was the
best defense that I had seen us play."
Prentice and Lawler each had nine
kills while Kirby had 25 digs.
Lawrence added 28 assists and ten
digs and Cassie Sancartier '08
chipped in with five aces and 19 digs.
Saturday, the Mules took on
Wellesley College and Smith College,
and despite some close scores, were
unable to top either team. Both matches were lost 3-1, with the Wellesley

games having scores of 26-30, 30-16,
23-30 and 27-30, and the Smith games
having scores of 25-30, 24-30, 30-26
and 26-30. Against Wellesley, Lawler
had 20 kills . Hike had 12 kills and
Lawrence added 36 assists and 16
digs. In the Smith match , Lawler had
17 kills while Hike had 11 kills.
Lawrence had 28 assists in three
games, while Sancartier had 11 assists
and 19 digs. Carlie Minichino '09 had
a career high 20 digs . Prentice had 18
di gs and six kills and first-year Larissa
Levine had a career high seven kills
and three blocks. Kirby said, "Both
Wellesley and Smith were games we
should've won. If we had played with
more consistency we would've gone
to five games and most likely won."
The Mules are currently tied for
third place in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference with
Bowdoin College, with a 2-1 league
record and a 6-6 overall record. The
Mules trail Williams College and
Wesleyan University, which are tied
for first p lace with 4-0 and 2-0
records, respectively. Colby continues to have a strong showing in the
NESCAC individual player rankings,
with Lawler second in the league for
kills and Lawrence seventh for
assists. Sancartier is fourth in service
aces, while Kirby leads the conference in digs.
This weekend, the team will travel
to the Bates College Invitational.
Their opponents have not yet been
announced.

Woodsmen dominate at Unity College

Devastator of the Week

Jan*EnosD8
Goalkeeper Enos is an essential part of the Colby field hockey team
She has kept the Mules in many of their games with her skil Is between the
bars. In last Saturday's game against Trinity, Enos had 13 saves; against
Bowdoin on Sept. 16 she had 17 stops. Enos had 10 saves in the season
opener against Tufts. She was named to the NESCAC All Conference second team in 2005. This season, she leads the league in saves, with 50 in
four games for an average of 12.5 per game.

Last minute goal gives men's soccer a victory
By DYLAN PERRY
STAFF WRITER

The search for their first win is
| over after the Colby men's soccer
I team defeated Trinity College last
| Saturday. Trinity has yet to win a
game, but has lost each game by only
one goal. The 1-0 win makes the
Mule 's record 1-1-1 in the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference, and 1-1-2 overall.
The game at Trinity this past weekend was a physical one. Tom
Milaschewski '09 described the play
as "chippy," noting that, "there were a
few bundles." Tom and the other
t defenders. Captain Dan Kiernan '07,
I Jamie Waters '08, Luis Mendoza '08
| and Matt Shatkin '09, played strongly
I in the back, welcoming the physical
play that often accompanies NESCAC
I soccer matches.
In the first half of the game, Trinity
created dangerous chances, but was
I thwarted by the Colby defense and
goalkeeper, Captain Josh Kahane '07.
The Colby squad held Trinity off for
the remainder, and came out fired up
for the second half. Offensively, the
team benefited from Kiernan moving
I from a defensive position to centerj midfielder. The Mules created more
; chances than in the first half, showing
more control of the play. Senior James
Pilgrim almost scored on a fine shot at
I the top comer, just tipped away by the
Trinity keeper. The game-winning
j goal would not come until the 89th
, minute of a 90-minute long match.

cross saw and pack board. The
women 's team excelled at the team
events, winning all but the cross board.
Yet for the men 's team, Kendall said,
"Our weaknesses are always in the
The Colby woodsmenteam traveled
team events like the pulp toss and sawto Unity College in Unity, Maine, on
Saturday, Sept. 23, to compete in their
ing; we need to find more time to practice as a team."
first meet of the 2006-2007 season
The team has informal practices
against the University of Maine at
daily on the woodsmen field across
Orono, Unity and the University of
from the Hillside parkNew Hampshire. Overall,
ing lot. Because the
Colby's women's team placed
1 first in the women's category,
woodsmen team is a
club sport, practices
while the men's team earned
are not mandatory
second in the men 's category
everyday. Yet for the
just behind the Orono "A"
pure love of the sport,
team.
most team members
As they do for all meets,
look forward to practhe Colby team split up into
ticing and honing their
three separate teams; men's,
skills. "I literally wake
women's and a co-ed "Jack
up every morning and
and Jill" team which comthink, 'I can't wait to
petes in the men's division.
Each team is comprised of six
go to woodsmen
today !" Braemer said.
members. At the Unity meet
Although they comColby's Jack and Jill team,
pete in different divicaptained by Sara Hutchins
PHOTO COURTESY Of KATE BRAEMER
sions, the men 's and
'09, placed an impressive The Colby men s woodsmen team p laces second at Unity.
women's team practice
third, just one spot behind the
together and are very
men's team. This result was
particularly impressive because Jack note, in the women's division Liz cohesive in gender. "It 's a really good
and Jill teams usually place last, con- Stovall '07 won the super swede (an community," Stovall said. With 17
sidering that women are competing at endurance sawing competition) while returners and a total count of about 25
the same standards as the men. "Their Braemer took home the chain saw team members, the woodsmen team
third place finish proves that anyone "down-up-down" event. First place has grown in both popularity and comon our team who wants to compete can finishes on the men's side included mitment throughout the past few years.
really hold their own against the com- Kendall in the single buck (a sawing Although coach Dave Smith assists
petition regardless of gender," competition), co-Captain Zach Mankc them, the team is rather self-run and
women's team Captain Kate Braemer '07 in the chain throw (a race to uncoil organized. "It 's really about what you
Continued From Page 10
'07 said. Co-Captain of the men 's team surveyors tape) and Doug Rooke '08 put into it to determine what you get
Travis Kendall '07 was also pleased in the chain saw "down-up-down". out of it," Braemer commented.
with the Colby's performance. "We are Issac Needell '08 also won the pole
With a total of seven competitions I half time."
continuing to show the other schools climb for the Jack and Jill team.
throughout the year, Colby looks forAlthough the win was only Colby's
that we are a force to be reckoned
The doubles events offered on ward to their next meet on October 14
first in the league, the Mules are curwith, as much as they hate to admit it." Saturday were vertical chop, horizon- at the University of New Brunswick in
rently undefeated with a NESCAC
Unity College, as the hosting team, tal chop and splitting, while the team Fredericton, Canada.
record of 1-0-2 and an overall record
decided the events that will be avail- events included log decking, pulp toss .
of 3-0-2. Colby is fourth in the conference, in which Middlebury College
and Williams College are tied for first
with Amherst College in third place
with a 2-0-1 record.
Tri-Captain Laura Williamson '07
racers chose to leave right
is currently fourth in the league in
Continued From Page 10
after comp leting the
points, and second in the league m
triathlon, those who
goals. Katie McCabe '08 is second in
In what seemed like no time at all, remained huddled togethassists, while Benson has the lowest
racers were sprinting into the change- er to hear the results of the
goals against average, at .37 per game.
. over area and throwing on helmets and race. Coming in first place
Benson also has the highest save pershoes to continue the race by bike. with a time of 1:05:22.4
centage and is first in shutouts.
Barely had the last biker left, but the was Matt Boobar , the
Colby will play the University of
front racers began returning for their Nordic and Cycling coach
I run. Bikes were tossed aside and with- at the Holderness School
I out so much as a breather, the triath- in New Hampshire. The
PHOTO CQUTESY Of ME1GH1M fWIGCHM©
I letes tore off for the final leg of the top
female
racer, The nordic team hosted their second triathlon.
race. Some of New England's top ath- Katherinc Sterling, came
¦ letes were clearly in attendance, as was in with a time of
Continued From Page 8
proven by the time on the stop-clock 1:11:52.2. Krysztof Fidkowski of MIT or Aegis Bicycles. The final results,
when the first place racer came tearing placed first among collegiate male rac- and times for all competitors, will be
through the finish line: just over one ers with a time of 1:08:49.0 and MIT available
online
at
50 balls and beating your opponent to
hour and five minutes.
schoolmate Martha Buckley topped http ://www.colby. edu/triathlon.
them. When a team pulls together and
The Colby Triathlon is a unique
Both racers and spectators seemed the collegiate women with a time of
decides they are going to be the winundaunted by the ever-increasing rain 1:16:44.4. The top three winners in all opportunity for athletes from Colby,
ners and they are going to hustle to
which began as a drizzle and by the categories were awarded with assorted Waterville and surrounding communi- every ball then that team will have a
time the race ended had turned into a racing gear as well as generous gift ties to participate in a safe, well-orga- I much better chance of winning. Going
full-fledged downpour. While many certificates from Midcoast Multisport nized athletic event.
I into Middlebury without a win in the
By MOLLY BIDDISCOMBE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

able for the day. Although there is
some variation from meet to meet on
individual events, woodsmen always
partake in three different categoriessingles, doubles and team events. At
this particular competition . Unity
chose to offer the single buck , super
swede, pulp for distance, match light,
axe throw, pole climb, chainsaw and
chain throw as their single events. Of

Kahane summed up the goal quite
nicely. "The freshman center mid
[James Westhafer '10] stepped up and
made a huge play as time was winding
down. Todd [Boertzel '09] had a great
throw in and Will KindeT ['08] 'occupied' the goalie just enough to allow
the ball to be in the position where
James just had to rise up above the
crossbar (okay it 's an exaggeration) to
head the ball in." It was Westhafer's
first for Colby.
Following the match, Kahane told
The Echo, "We need to carry the
momentum into this week." The win
keeps the Mules ahead of Tufts
University, Connecticut College, and
Trinity in the standings, but still in the
bottom half of the NESCAC. The
team's strong play has not been represented in the goals scored column;
after four games, Colby has only
scored 3 goals, to their opponent 's
four. Making better use of sometimes
rare scoring opportunities will
undoubtedly decide the Mule's fate
this season. After three weeks of play,
the team is still laying the foundation
for what could be a successful season.
Colby played at the University of
Southern Maine Wednesday, after
press time. Their next home game is
this weekend, against NESCAC adversary Middlebury College (5-1-0).
Kickoff is at 1:30 p.m. on Saturday.
All members of the Colby community
are urged to support the team this
weekend as a strong fan support favors
the home team immensely.

i WOMEN'S SOCCER: Currently fourth in NESCAC

TRIATHLON: Holderness School nordic and cycling coach wins event

New Eng land this Thursday after press
time. Last year, the Mules defeated
New England 2-0.
This weekend, Colby will take on
top ranked Middlebury at home, with a
start time of 11 a.m. Last season's
match with the Panthers saw a 1-1 tie
as a result. As is any team in the
NESCAC, Middlebury is certainly a
team Colby can beat. In fact, despite
Middlebuiy's higher NESCAC ranking, the Sept. 19 National Soccer
Coaches Association of America
ranked Colby eighth in New England,
as opposed to Middlebuiy 's tenth
place ranking. Benson commented ,
"The Middlebury game will be a good
one on Saturday; they are always a
strong squad, but we are playing at
home which will prove advantageous,
I think."

FIELD HOCKEY: Will take on Middlebury Saturday
NESCAC is mentally difficult , but on
any given Saturday any team can
come out with a win. In order for
Colby to win we are going to have to
beat Middlebury to every ball, play
with composure and play to win.
instead of playing not to lose "
Colby will face off against the
Panthers at noon this Saturday

Football f alls to Trin ity in opener
By TODD HERRMANN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

this week
in sports

Prisby, Vassallo win
races against Bowdoin
ners in the top-ten and win the meet 26
to 31.
While the loss undoubtedly added
fuel to the Mule's fiery rival with
Could Super Mario Kart be the next Bowdoin, Colby 's harriers admit the
performance enhancing steroid? As Polar Bears are worthy adversaries.
ridiculous as it may sound, that was a "They are a terrific team and they are
question the pundits of Colby cross ranked 20th in the nation for a reason,"
country pondered after last Saturday's Vassallo remarked with a large degree
duel meet against Bowdoin College. of humility. "I personally think they
While the boys from Brunswick were will go to nationals."
most likely sipping water and retiring
According to Vassallo, Bowdoin's
early Friday night, co-Captain Dan narrow margin of victory reflects how
Vassallo *07 prepared for the race by well his men are running. "I think
whooping teammates in a pre-meet coming within 5 points of [Bowdoin]
tournament of the classic Nintendo speaks volumes of how hard we are
racing game.
working right now. Can we beat these
Running like Bowser plowing guys later in the season? Why not7"
through a field of Princess Peaches,
While the men's race was characterVassallo won the five mile race with a ized by stiff competition, the women's
time of 26:37, 43 seconds ahead of race was a complete blow-out.
arch-rival Nate Krah. Jon Swain '08
With an icy ruthlessness the women
took second place with a time of knocked the Polar Bears out cold with
27:07. Senior co-Captain Jeff Alden a score of 15 to 48. Tri-Captain Karen
(27:3S, 7th place) managed to drive a Prisby '07 led the Mules to a perfect
wedge between a pack of Bowdoin's victory with a time of 19:39. Anna
top runners; however the Polar Bears King '08, Mandy Ivey '10, Kathleen
were nonetheless able to place six run- Maynard '09, and Liz Petit '08 swept
second through fifth place in that
order. Colby further exhibited their
depth by allowing Bowdoin only
five of the top 15 places.
To their credit, Bowdoin did not
field their top runner; however the
Polar Bears' three mile tour of the
rain sodden Campbell Trails still
left lots to be desired. "I expected
them to be a bit better than they
were," King coolly noted after the
race. "The plan was to let them lead
the first mile, but they didn't have
any momentum. The first mile
turned out to be rather slow for us.
I think we just dominated them."
Could Bowdoin pose a threat to
Colby 's attempt to place at nationMAW5DN GOD US/THE COLBY ECHO
als
for a third consecutive year?
Captain Dan Vassallo 07 won the
Again, King said, "No. We don 't
Bowdoin-Colby race last Saturday.
have anything to worry about them.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
• Volleyball
@ Bates Invitational
• Men 's Tennis
@ ITA Regionals
Williams

By PATRICK BAGLEY

Colby football started its
season on a down note
Saturday, losing 27-10 to
perennial powerhouse and
four time defending New
Eng land Smalt College
Athletic Conference champions Trinity College.
"Trinity is a team that has
established excellence, and
they outplayed us [on
Saturday]. We just couldn't
keep up with them," Head
Coach Ed Mestieri said.
The win extended Trinity's
winning streak to 31 consecutive games, the longest
EDWIN W1ATT/THE TRINITY TRIPOD
in the nation and the longest Running back Chris Bashaw '08 takes the ball past the Trinity offense.
in NESCAC history.
Trinity opened the scoring, taking a 7-0 lead in the first quar- nailing a twenty-nine yard field goal gave up too many big plays on
ter with a twelve yard touchdown run. with six minutes to go, leaving the defense, and on offense, we just couldThe Mules tied the game near the end Mules with a 20-10 deficit Trinity n't finish," Mestieri said. The Mules
of the opening quarter with a 26 yard closed the scoring with a one yard turned the ball over twice without forctouchdown run with two ing any, and allowed Trinity to convert
touchdown pass
minutes to go, getting to on three of three fourth downs.
from
team
But there were some positive
me final score of 27-10.
Captain Justin
Smith ended the game aspects to the opener also. "From a
Smith '07 to
physical
standpoint, we held our own,
completing
nine
of
eighreceiver Andrew
teen passes for eighty- we played them toe to toe." Hopefully
'09.
Carey
three
yards,
one it will prove to be a good foundation to
Trinity would
touchdown, and one a season that is starting out with high
take the lead for
good with a six
interception. He also ran expectations. Up next for the Mules is
the ball ten times for the home opener against the
yard touchdown
twenty-two
yards. Middlebury College Panthers, who
pass five minutes
Running back Chris opened their season with a 10-7 victointo the second
ry against Wesleyan University last
Bashaw
who
carried
quarter.
They
'08,
missed the extra
the ball twenty-three weekend. That's this Saturday at 1:00
times for seventy-nine p.m. at Seavems Field. Middlebury
point , making it
Erf Mestieri yards, led the ground leads the all time series 23-19, and this
13-7 Bantams.
Head
Coach
attack. The defense was team features this week's NESCAC
They extended
their lead even
anchored by defensive Defensive Player of the Week, linemore in the third
back Tom Daley '09, backer Erik Woodring. Last year 's
quarter with a seventy-four yard touch- who led the team with eight tackles meeting between the two ended in a
down pass, giving them a 20-7 lead. and one pass broken up, and line- 20-7 victory for Colby, and the team
The Mules finished their scoring and backer Jackson Parker '07 . who added hopes for more of the same this year.
narrowed the lead temporarily with a six tackles and another pass broken up.
twelve play, forty-one yard drive culThe Mules had their share of probminating in kicker Brian Bachow '09 lems on both sides of the ball. "We

Trinity is a team
that has established excellence, and they
outplayed
us...We just
couldn't keep
up with them.

Women 's soccer takes Colby nordic ski team organizes second annual
first NESCAC win
triathlon; attracts over 200 competitors
By ALEXA L1NDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby women 's soccer came out of
Hartford , Connecticut with their first
New England Small College Athletic
Conference victory this weekend.
After tv i frustrating ties to Tufts
University and Bowdoin College, the
Mules were searching for their first
win and got it against the Trinity
College Bantams.
Senior tri-Captain Libba Cox had
the sole point of the match six minutes
in. Cox found an opportunity to score
outside the 18 yard line and sunk the
game winning shot- Both teams were
faced with multiple opportunities to
score throughout the* rest of the 90
minute competition , but neither team
was able to capitalize on those occasions.
Trinity outshot Colby 10-5, but was
unable to put the ball past Colby 's
keeper, tri-Captain Liza Benson *07.
She had five saves on the game to
shutout the Bantams. Benson and
Colby 's defense prevented the
Bantams from catching up, but offensively the Mules were unable to widen
their lead.
Benson said, "We went out on the
field knowing we were the better team
and put a goal in early-something we
have been working on all season. We
got thrown around in the first half a
little bit-Trinity is historically a rough
team and they lived up to that reputation , but we stepped up and kept up
with them in the second half. We do
still need to work on our energy
through the first half-we need to get
out and win the 50/50 balls right away
and not wait for coach to remind us at
Continued on Page 9
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I've been checking my e-mail
nonstop. We've
had another
fifty competitors sign up this
week.

We just have to still worry about
Amherst."
Both teams will rest next Saturday
in anticipation of the New England
Cross Country Championship held at
Boston's Franklin Park on October 7.
The Mules will face the best teams
from the region, including those from
the New England Small College
Athletic Conference as well as those
from Division I. Last year the women
placed 7th and men placed 28th-

Women's tennis successful at ITA tourney
By CHRISSY GARDNER
STAFF WRITER

tion bracket, Nale took a 6-3, 63 win against Wellesley
College's Meghan Stubblebine.
She lost her second match,
falling 6-0, 6-0 to Cecilia
Grissa of Bates College.
In the doubles section of the
tournament, Dunn and Nale lost
8-2 to Middlebury College's
Clare Burke and Liz Emery in
the opening round match.
Moving on to the consolation
bracket, they came back with an
8-0 win against Springfield
College's Meghan Kelly and
Melissa Weinstein. Dunn and
Nale defeated two Smith
PHOTO CDWmW Of TDM taUXTCLEEVE
College players in the quarterfi- The men s' tennis team will compete at
nal match, but fell short of ITA regionals this weekend.
finals when they lost a tough 98 (4) semifinals match to
Wellesley's Jen Schwarzkopf and Zack Schuman '07 said.
Meghan Stubblebine.The women 's
The team captains and a hiring comteam plays again this Sunday at mittee will begin reviewing the appliBowdoin College.
cations for a new coach this week.In
For the men's team, this weekend's the tournament, Tim Fuhriman '09
tournament was full of obstacles. and Nick Rosen-Wachs '09 both made
Facing bad weather conditions, they it to the quarterfinals in their respecwere forced to play indoors, a first for tive draws. Schuman lost in the Bthis season. In addition, many of the flight semi-finals with a very close
players received tough draws, which three set match. Brody Saunders '08
caused early losses. The team also felt and Bryan Brown '09 played hard in
the absence of their former coach, the A-flight doubles, but fell to a
Mike Morgan, who recently accepted a Middlebury team.
position at Middlebury. 'The court
The men's team will be headed to
location was adjacent to our former the ITA regionals this coming weekcoach's new Middlebury office, which end. If they do well, the top players
really drove the point home that we do will earn a bid to the national tournanot have a full time coach," Captain ment in the spring.

This was an eventful weekend for
to cover the cost of the event as well as Colby tennis. The men 's team competraise enough money for incurred costs ed in their first match of the season, the
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
such as trips and uniforms throughout
Middlebury Invitational Tournament.
the season.
On the women's team . Captain Allison
One's first inclination at 9:00 a.m.
The Colby Triathlon, now in its sec- Dunn '07 made it to the singles quaron a Saturday morning would rarely ond year, has been a serious undertak- terfinals of the Intercollegiate Tennis
be to swim 400 meters in a Maine ing for the Nordic team; however Association New England Division III
lake, bike for 13 miles and run for 5 repeat competitors and spectators
Regional at Massachusetts Institute of
kilometers in the pouring rain. And noticed a definite improvement over Technology on Sunday.
The women's two captains, Dunn
yet, over 200 competitors from across last year's event.
and Tracy Nale '07, were the only
New England turned out to do so as
"Last year they were going around
part of the Colby Triathlon on asking for suggestions on how to
players to qualify for the ITA tournaSeptember 23rd, hosted by the Colby improve for this year," one of the com- ment. On Friday, Dunn advanced to
Nordic team at
munity spectators com- the third round of play, earning the
the
Hume
fifth seed in singles. She easily gained
mented. And they used
Center.
a lot of those sugges- a 6-0, 6-0 win over Smith College's
I met with
tions. They used much Seiko Fujii in the opening round, and
one of the orgabigger markers in the i then went on to defeat Ana Katz of
nizers,
Nick
lake for the swim, and
Brandeis University6-0, 6-1. The next
Kline '08, the
used a bullhorn to
day, Dunn faced Grace Baljon of
Wednesday
announce the start of the Williams College in the third round
prior to the
race. Last year, it was match. Although the game was close,
event and was
hard to hear the call for Dunn won 7-6 (7-5), 2-6. She won the
lucky to get a
the start."
super breaker 10-5, and advanced to
few minutes of
The excitement was the quarterfinal round , where she fell
his time. "I've
palpable Saturday morn- 6-4, 6-2 to Cary Gibson of Williams.
been checking
ing as triathletes began "Allison had an amazing match
Nick Kline '08 to arrive and prepare
my e-mail non[against Baljon]," Nale said. "She easTriathalon
organizer
stop," he menthemselves for the race, ily made her way to the round of 16
tioned during
making sure their hel- without losing a game."
the
meeting.
mets and shoes were easDespite competitive play, Nale lost
"We've had another fifty competitors ily accessible for a quick switch
6-3, 6-0 in her first round match to
sign up this week." Nick described to between each leg. Orange-vested i Annie Hancock of Williams. In the
me the layout of the race, which members of the Colby Nordic team, I opening round match of the consolainvolved a 400m swim around marked along with a number of other student
buoys in the lake by the Hume Center, volunteers
including
Colby
a sprint to the bike racks to take off on Emergency Response, directed racers
the thirteen mile ride down Route 23 down to the water for the beginning of
and a final 5k dash to the finish line. the triathlon and organized the hunWoodsmen compete in first meet
Competitors from all over the state, as dreds of competitors into three heats.
The women took first place and the men finwell as some out-of-state visitors With the sound of a bullhorn and a
ished second at Unity College.
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joined a handful of Colby students. sudden churning of water, the first set
College teams from Massachusetts of racers were off as nearly one hunMen s rugby ties Bates
Institute of Technology, the University dred swimmers made their way to the
The men and the women both have home
of Vermont and Syracuse University first buoy marking their path.
were also in attendance. Through reggames this weekend.
PAGE S
istration fees, the Nordic team planned
Continued on Page 9
By MEAGHAN FITZGERALD

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
• Volleyball
@ Bates Invitational
¦ Women's Soccer
vs. Middlebury
11 a.m.
• Field Hockey
vs. Middlebury
12 p.m.
• Football
vs. Middlebury
1 p.m.
• Golf
@ NESCAC tournament
Brunswick, Maine
• Women's Rugby
vs. UNH
1 p.m.
• Men's Soccer
vs. Middlebury
1:30 p.m.
• Men's Rugby
vs. Maine-Orono
3 p.m.
• Men's Tennis
@ ITA Regionals
Williams

INSIDE SPORTS

